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In the history of the civil rights movement there is a great deal of research, narrative,
and historiography devoted to African American men and women’s participation, and of the
ways African American churches worked in the movement. I researched to find out how the
Catholic Church and her people participated in the civil rights movement. My main points
of focus were how these men of privilege and women got involved; how the changes in the
Catholic Church encouraged or hindered its members’ civil rights’ work; and how historian
perceived that work. I learned that the Catholic Church did not change its teachings, but some
people were confused and upset by the changes it did make and it kept them from getting
involved. I also learned that there is a narrow understanding of what constitutes civil rights
and that and marching is not the only way to create change.
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more equitable place, and who remember
that we all have a spark of the divine

Chapter I
Introduction
For I was hungry, and you gave me food, I was thirsty, and you gave me drink, a
stranger and you welcomed me, naked and you clothed me, ill and you cared for
me, in prison and you visited me.’ Then the righteous* will answer him and say,
‘Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give you drink?
When did we see you a stranger and welcome you, or naked and clothe you?
When did we see you ill or in prison, and visit you?’ And the king will say to them
in reply, ‘Amen, I say to you, whatever you did for one of these least brothers of
mine, you did for me.’ Matthew 25:35-40 (NAB)

“The poor you will always have with you,” Jesus chided His apostles, and they
misunderstood. He didn’t mean this as a prediction, but as a necessity for action now.
Jesus wanted his followers to see marginalized people and respond to them now. To
see them, and hear them, and help them now. He wanted them to think about how they
treat people who look different, talk differently, worship differently and come from a
different cultural background; to question how and when to stand up and proclaim and
defend our intrinsic brotherhood. And to calculate the cost they would pay and what
amount of suffering they would endure to make a more just world. Religious people
who create change for good in the world must choose between the ways of the world
and their faith. And sometimes they must choose between the teachings of their religion
and its long-celebrated traditions.
Studying the civil rights movement uncovers stories of great heroism by African
American churches and their congregants but left me wondering where the
predominantly white churches stood. Specifically, how did the Catholic Church, her
clergy and religious men and women, try to bring about change? Where were the
6

Church teachings that would save the world from the darkness? The answer: It stood
where it had for a thousand years: sometimes corrupt, sometimes morally ambivalent,
and sometimes gloriously landing on the side of good, and using the light from many
banks of candles to shine the way out of darkness. The post Second Vatican Council
Church kept its doctrinal teachings and kept the dogma, but reexamined tradition and
presentation. And, with the understanding the Church was its people, not its buildings,
the Church proved to be as good as her good believers and as bad as those who led it
toward the darkness
In the long history of the Catholic Church many priests, and religious brothers
and sisters chose to help, and their work did unqualified good for our society. Some
Catholics impeded civil rights through neglect, indifference or selfishness, and some
had mixed records. In Alabama, a state not known for acts of actual civil rights,
members of my Church had been among the helpers. I learned about Father Albert
Foley who integrated Spring Hill college and the Sisters of Saint Joseph who worked in
Selma. I looked farther and found many others who participated in the civil rights
movement. My research focused on religious men and women most active at the height
of the movement for African American civil rights, although the Church has long
supported missionary orders to convert and the masses and to help those who in need.
Founders of some religious orders (all-white or all-black, but never mixed) chose to
work entirely within marginalized communities, founding missions that ministered to the
spiritual, social and educational and economic needs of the communities.
I read widely and sorted those about whom I read into groups: protesters,
educators, healers, missionaries, and Church leaders. In addition to the Sisters of Saint
7

Joseph (educators and healers) and Father Foley (educator, protester), I read about the
Josephites and Edmundite Brothers (missionaries), and the Society of Saint Joseph
(missionaries, educators), and Father James Groppi (protester) an activist priest in
Milwaukee.
I read about men who were leaders in the Church and in education: Father
Joseph Durick,(Church leader) who spoke out against the legal inequality of African
Americans, participated in the Memphis Sanitation Workers’ Strike, and worked for
prison reform; Archbishop Joseph Rummel, who attempted to integrate the New
Orleans’ Catholic Schools, feared schism, slid into gradualism, and died before he could
implement integration; and Father Theodore Hesburgh, who served on, and later led,
the United States Commission on Civil Rights which pressed for changes to laws that
isolated African Americans from the prosperity most white Americans enjoyed. He
helped change racist laws, but racist attitudes, even among those who shared his
religion and alma mater, proved more ingrained and difficult to eradicate. He became
president of the University of Notre Dame, (already integrated, but barely) and in his
tenure slowly raised the percentage of minority representation in the student body and
on the staff.
I decided finally to research and write most extensively on Father James Groppi
and the Sisters of Saint Joseph. I chose them because they worked at street level with
the people most affected by Jim Crow and they sought to alleviate the resulting poverty,
unemployment, inadequate health, care and sense of hopelessness. Father James
Groppi worked to pass a fair-housing law in Milwaukee and served African American
residents of that city’s inner core. The Sisters of Saint Joseph, a group of Rochester,
8

New York based nuns, for many years kept a mission church to the African American
community of Selma, Alabama. The sisters educated the young men and women of
that community and nursed the beaten and bloody marchers turned back from the
Edmund Pettus Bridge in the aborted March to Montgomery on March 7, 1965.
I located invaluable primary sources for both Father Groppi and the Sisters of
Saint Joseph. I visited the sisters at their motherhouse in Rochester and interviewed
those whom had been in Selma. The archives there hold written and spoken oral
histories, letters, and journals, and the Sisters’ organizational records. Newspapers
contain accounts of the sisters’ activities and sketch a picture of the scope of the civil
rights activities in the South. Hospital intake records detail the sisters’ participation in
Bloody Sunday and its aftermath. I accessed Father Groppi’s autobiographical writings
at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and his letters, some he wrote, and some
written by others in praise of him, or in repugnance. The archives held folders filled to
overflow with both death threats and prayers for his safety. Father Groppi’s widow,
Margaret (Peggy) Rozga, and Prentice McKinney, one of Groppi’s Commandos, spoke
with me about the Groppi they felt that the newspapers did not know. Vel Phillips, the
Milwaukee councilwoman who sponsored the fair housing bill in whose support Groppi
marched, shared her stories and thoughts about Father Groppi and a Milwaukee that
teetered on the brink of exploding. These materials helped me understand how the
men and women of the Church came to this place of discussion and dissension about
the rightful treatment of people of color.
Catholics today can trace Church beliefs and teachings about the dignity and
divine heritage of all people back through the writings and teachings of Jesus and the
9

men who recorded her doctrine and dogma. Doctrine and dogma are different and
separate from traditions and must be followed in order to be in communion with the
Catholic Church. The men and women studied in this thesis followed Church teachings
and put into practice Church doctrine, doing for the least what they would do for Jesus.
Father Groppi and the Sisters of Saint Joseph, like many others who took
religious vows as Catholics, belonged to a church which has long had black members
but has not always treated them as equals. Despite that, Groppi and the Sisters chose
to join the struggle for civil rights, sometimes having to choose to skirt Church traditions
to fight for their vision of a just society. They adopted the new openness brought by the
Second Vatican Council, but recognized that it did not change dogma, or even doctrine.
It rethought and reconfigured traditions, suggested changes in the ways Catholics
related to the larger world, and called for evangelization, ecumenicism, and an evolution
in the way they saw and treated their neighbors. Groppi and the Sisters did not become
uncatholic, just less stuck in the past.
Dogma contains the infallible, divinely inspired truths which the Church declares
belief in as necessary to be Catholic. These include the Virgin birth, the
divinity/humanity of Jesus, the triune God, and the Eucharist as the actual (not merely
symbolic) body and blood of Christ. The Catholic Church also has doctrines, or church
teachings. The Church hierarchy can alter these doctrines. Doctrines include rules
about divorce and remarriage, and artificial contraception. Last, the Church has
Discipline, what we sometimes call traditions, and it refers to the outward trappings of
being Catholic and relies heavily on “the way things have always been done.”

10

The Second Vatican Council, which convened on October 11, 1962 and ended
on December 8, 1965, gave Catholics no new dogma, some new doctrines, and
changed plenty of traditions. Pope John XXIII convened the Second Vatican Council at
a time of great social upheaval in America and in the world. In America, calls for greater
equality and a fair share of the riches of society for all met up with a massive upheaval
in social mores. People began to question authority (all authority: parental,
governmental, and religious) and agitate for access to things unfairly denied to them.
The conflict in Vietnam escalated and the government drafted young men (some of
whom refused to fight and went to jail or fled the country), for a war that could not be
sold as a fight for democracy unless one was a politician. America asked young black
men, drafted at higher percentages than white men, to fight against other brownedskinned men and to represent a country that would not allow them equal participation in
the political process, equal pay, equal access to livable housing, or even permission to
sit in the same theater seats or church pews as their white neighbors. In the world,
America watched as former European-controlled colonies gained independence, and
stood by as state sponsored racism flourished in places such as South Africa.
This was the world the Church was reexamining its place in and asking questions
about the morality of the changes. It questioned whether the old hierarchy still worked
and whether updating the traditions while keeping the teachings would make for a more
welcoming, modern church. The Church changed liturgical precepts and made some
parishioners very uncomfortable. Priests, religious brothers and sisters, and lay people
found freedom to play new political and sociological roles in the world. Father Groppi
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and the Sisters of Saint Joseph left behind traditions that isolated them from those God
called them to serve and lived the Church’s teaching to serve those who most needed it.
The Catholic Church’s traditions, rules, and dogma comfort parishioners who rest
easily in their church’s universality. They can go to Mass anywhere in the world and,
excepting the language difference, share in the same experience they can have at their
home parish. But, for many, especially non-Catholics, the Church and its dogma
polarize and exclude, and its leaders have not always upheld the morals that they
sought to promulgate in their congregants and converts. History is rife with the failings
of the Catholic Church and its leaders: secular and power-hungry popes, the Spanish
Inquisition, the Crusades, the forced conversions of native peoples in conquered lands,
the subjugation of women, the scandals of “maternity” homes, and today’s pedophilia.
The Church has perpetrated evil and has covered up evil committed by its members but
it has also inspired and encouraged goodness. Many Catholics have done great good
and have truly lived out the calling to love each other as Jesus would. My purpose here
is not to congratulate or condemn the Church, but to look for those who, instead of
cursing the darkness, have lit a thousand candles; those who used the readings and
teachings of the Church as a place from which to start. They let go of some traditions to
focus on turning their belief in the word of God into action to lift up the people of God.
The Catholic Church had welcomed black members since the settlement of St.
Augustine; Spanish settlers accepted people of all races into the Church and baptismal
records for black children extend continuously for 200 years. In Maryland, with its
strong Catholic tradition, then Bishop John Carroll reported in 1785 that one in every
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five Catholics was black.1 This number included both slaves and free men and women
of color. In New Orleans, much of the black population was Catholic, primarily because
Catholic slave owners encouraged their slaves to join the church. Since its beginning,
the city and diocese of New Orleans, Louisiana has had a large and thriving Catholic
population, both white and black, making it a very unusual southern city. Most African
Americans, however, were Protestants, lived in rural areas in the South, and suffered
poverty and oppression.
After World War I, African Americans moved north in great numbers to find better
jobs and escape Jim Crow. They found factory jobs and a slightly better standard of
living, but the racism, though not as openly expressed as in the South, did not
disappear. Much like foreign immigrants who came before them, these new northerners
found only segregated, crowded housing. They attended schools, shopped at stores,
and worshipped in nearby churches some of which were relics abandoned by white
families fleeing to the suburbs.2
The Catholic Church in America, until the changes wrought by the Second
Vatican Council, was a strongly traditional, sharply hierarchical organization.
Traditionally, practicing Catholics belonged to a neighborhood parish church that served
as both a religious and community center. The parish served the spiritual and social
needs of the neighborhood from birth to death. Children attended the parish school

1

“History of African American Catholics Story of African American Catholics is one of discrimination and strife,”
Our Sunday Visitor Newsletter, accessed February 5, 2012,
https://www.osv.com/OSVNewsweekly/ByIssue/Article/TabId/735/ArtMID/13636/ArticleID/3930/History-ofAfricanAmerican-Catholics.aspxx
2
Richard Rothstein, Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our Government Segregated America, (New York:
Liveright Publishing Corporation, 2017), 95-99.
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from Monday through Friday, confessed their sins (and reclaimed the promise of
heaven) on Saturday, went to Mass on Sunday and received the Body and Blood of the
risen Christ. They grew up, got confirmed and married, baptized their children, received
last rites and were buried after a funeral held at their parish church. The Church was a
place to go to live and pass on the traditions, and it all existed in a kind of walled
community. Everyone who was nearby belonged, and everybody who belonged lived
nearby. There were exceptions, but they were due to cultural and language differences.
Recent immigrant populations often joined parishes outside of their immediate
area to because they wanted worship in a place where the majority spoke their
language and had the same traditions. These immigrants were sometimes welcome at
the neighborhood or English-speaking churches, but they often felt more comfortable
among their own countrymen and women. All Catholic priests celebrated Mass in
Latin, but other celebrations and social events were in the vernacular of the
congregants. African American Catholics attended neighborhood churches, some of
which were predominantly white. These churches accepted black worshippers, but Jim
Crow could be as Catholic as he was southern: ushers seated blacks in pews at the
back of the church and they received Eucharist after the white congregants. Some
sought to attend neighborhood churches made up primarily of other black Catholics.
John McGreevy, well respected Catholic historian, wrote that many whites were
eager to “allow” segregated parishes as long as the new parishes did bond too closely
to the hierarchy in Rome. African American parishioners felt they and their children
would be better off where they could participate more fully in the Mass and socialize
with persons of their own race. McGreevy said that some Church leaders, and he
14

mentions Father Francis J. Gilligan specifically, argued that social separation (including
at worship) was not “seriously uncharitable” because African Americans preferred it that
way.3 As white Catholics hid behind the idea that African American congregants would
feel more comfortable worshipping among their own people, they fled to the whiter
suburbs, with priests and religious sisters often leading the way. They left behind empty
churches in newly African American neighborhoods and built new ones in the suburbs.
Catholic missionaries worked at filling these empty churches by converting African
Americans residents to Catholicism, and as Matthew Cressler argues in Authentically
Black and Truly Catholic, the efforts of Catholic missionaries worked. There black
Catholic population rose 200 percent during the first part of the 20th century.4
R. Bentley Anderson, in Black, White, and Catholic, wrote that diocesan officials
offered black church-goers in Louisiana their own churches, couching the decision in
ways that sounded progressive, not segregationist. Separate parishes allowed
parishioners to worship seemingly oblivious to the specter of Jim Crow and gave them
the the chance to rise in the lay administration. Even so, what they really needed,
argued Cressler, was a church that welcomed them as Catholics, invited their cultural
differences, and encouraged the ways means by which they worshipped.5 The

3

John McGreevy, Parish Boundaries: The Catholic Encounter with Race in the Twentieth-Century Urban North,

Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1996), 31.
4

Emma Green, “There are More Black Catholics in the U.S. Than Members of the A.M.E. Church: How black

American defy religious stereotypes and navigate relations in historically white, European spaces,” The Atlantic
no.11(2017): 3-4; accessed April 29, 2018, https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archives/2017/11/blackcatholics/544754.
5

Green, 3.
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Louisianans “finally acceded to segregated church” to get schools for their children, but
these segregated churches struggled with the same problems as other “separate but
equal” institutions typically did, including underfunded schools.6
Catholic churches have always funded and staffed parishes according to the
resources of the community in which they exist and minister. This meant that many
black Catholic churches could offer only a fraction of the services and ministries that
parishes in more affluent areas offered. Father Groppi faced this challenge in
Milwaukee, where severely underfunded churches on the “wrong” side of the Sixteenth
Street Bridge could typically offer only regular Masses and confessions as well as
sacramental preparation. Neither sufficient money nor interest could be raised to
address the social ills that accompanied racism and its ensuing poverty. This problem
remained barely hidden for years, but the end of World War II brought it to the surface.
When black soldiers returned from their fight for world peace and democracy,
race relations took on a whole new urgency. They faced the reality that they could not
access the same rights they fought for overseas upon their return to a pro-Jim Crow
America, African Americans began asking questions and seeking answers that had
been swept under the carpet for too many years. Bentley wrote about the tribalism of
the Catholic Church in the 1940s. To be a good Catholic meant following strict rules
about church attendance, dietary rules, saying the proper prayers in the proper order

6

Adam Fairclough, Race and Democracy: The Civil Rights Struggle in Louisiana, 1915-1972. (Athens, Georgia: The

University of Georgia Press, 1995), 14.
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and filtering society and its problems through the lens of the Catholic Church. And while
the Church still “mirrored the segregation practices” of local and state governments and
kept its up its own racial traditions (but not doctrines), it began taking the first real steps
toward allowing African Americans full participation the in the Church.7 In 1948, Notre
Dame Seminary in New Orleans admitted African American seminarians for the first
time.8 The Church discouraged use of “Colored Only” pews, and church officials started
speaking out on more subtle forms of racism such as such as minstrel shows featuring
actors wearing black face that portrayed blacks as childlike, lazy and gullible.
The new awareness of rights too long denied coincided with changes in global
Catholic doctrine and set the stage for significant moves for social justice within and by
the Church. In 1962, Pope John XXIII convened the Second Vatican Council hoping to
revitalize and modernize the Catholic Church without losing the qualities that made it
beloved, and without changing its stance on any of the beliefs it had long held.
Kristopher Seaman, in a document for Liturgical training for the Archdiocese of Chicago,
wrote that the Second Vatican council had two purposes, one was pastoral and
ecumenical and the other was to update the way the Church related to the world and
her global communicants. He calls it pastoral because, “its first concern was to discuss
how to build and strengthen faith as it is lived and practiced by all of the faithful.”9 This
included a strong ecumenical component. The Church wanted to bring about a greater

7

Anderson, Black White and Catholic, 9.

8

Fairclough, 171.

9

Kristopher Seaman, “Why Did the Second Vatican Council Occur? “Pastoral Liturgy 44, no. 1 (Jan/Feb 2013),

http://www.pastoralliturgy.org/resources/1301ReproRsrc.pdf.
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focus on the ways the Christian faiths were similar instead of forever decrying their
differences. For that reason, the Vatican invited people of other faith traditions to attend
the Council.
Vatican II proclaimed no new dogma, but many things changed. Changes in the
liturgy garnered the most attention: priests turned to face the congregation during Mass,
lay people served on the altar during Mass, and priests celebrated the Mass in the local
vernacular instead of Latin. Many Catholics, religious and lay people, seemed uneasy
with the new direction in church ministry and changes to the Mass all, but Vatican II
called for more sweeping changes in addition to the relatively minor liturgical changes.
Vatican II included a call for the Church to renew itself, to grow in love for one another
and to commit to living more perfectly as Christ did. This would necessitate Catholics
re-engaging with the world and its people. Among other concerns, the Church waded to
into the national debate about civil rights.
In 1964, Pope Paul VI issued an encyclical, Lumen Gentium (Light of the
Nations) to clarify the key ideas of Vatican II. We are all the Body of Christ, it said.
Each of us is part of the sacred mystery, and to exclude a person based on race or
anything else was a grave sin. The Church had spoken out on social issues in the past,
but Vatican II was the start of a new church direction. Pope John XXIII through the
documents of Vatican II updated many parts of the Church. Seaman wrote that “this
updating was, as John XXIII stated, not a changing of beliefs, but the updating of how
beliefs are presented.” He wrote of a new Church liturgy that was communal and
evangelical, not as “a private and individual matter” as it had been practiced since the
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eighteenth century.10 Monsignor Joseph Gremillion concurred. In his book about
Catholic social teaching, he argued that in the fifteen years after Vatican II “strong
currents of outside influence . . . have indeed rushed into the Church” encouraged by
Pope John XXIII’s decision to “open up the windows of the Church to let in fresh air from
the outside world.”11
The documents promulgated by the Pope and agreed to by the Bishops and
Cardinals encouraged the clergy to tend to their people’s temporal as well as spiritual
needs. While this upset some older clergy, many younger priests and brothers, such as
Father Groppi, were happy to get involved in social issues. Before Vatican II, the
Church often required nuns to live in convents, cloistered from the community. During
the 1960s, people began questioning authority and women religious, though they had
taken vows of obedience, questioned whether obedience to God mandated obedience
to men, even their religious superiors. Carmel E. McEnroy argued for the idea of
religious sisters questioning the heavy mantle of obedience to male superiors. She
wrote that many of the sisters ran large organizations, hospitals and schools, and made
decisions independently in their jobs. And while some sisters seemed appalled by the
changes wrought by Vatican II, many others waited for the chance to take more steps
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Seaman, 1.
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Msgr. Joseph Gremillion, ed. The Gospel of Peace and Justice: Catholic Social Teaching Since Pope John

(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 1976), 1.
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toward independence. She writes, “Vatican II was the first courageous step. We still
await the second.” 12
At the opening of the Second Vatican Council, Pope John XXIII called on
religious sisters to go out and seek the most vulnerable and marginalized in our society
and work to alleviate their suffering. This they did, with gusto. They began to
understand that they could serve God and others without losing their voices. These
changes put the Church on the brink of new choices and called for answers to new
questions: who are my brothers (or sisters), and what is my responsibility to them?
For most Catholics, the choice to get involved in the struggle for civil rights came
down to a belief that, as sons and daughters of God, each of us deserves respect.
Father Theodore Hesburgh said for him the decision was very simple. “It might seem
complicated, but when we understand, when we really understand that we are all God’s
children, it’s pretty simple.” He believed our brother is anyone we meet, and we have a
responsibility to each of them. The Church-at least measured through its official
writings-agreed, but some of her members did not. Some felt betrayed by their Church.
Church leadership never told them before that racism was wrong, and Southern
Catholics wondered when it suddenly became wrong. Racism existed in the North, of
course, but people in the North just hid It better. Racism in the North had the power of
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Carmel E. McEnroy, “A Nun in the World” in Guests in their Own House: The Women of Vatican II (Eugene, OR:

WIPF&Stock, 1996), 176
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the law behind it, but racism in the South had the power of both law and tradition.
Father Hesburgh believed that it was easier to change laws than hearts.13
Father Hesburgh, a New Yorker, ran up against set-in-stone tradition when he
took over as president at Notre Dame in 1952. Traditions dictated the separation of the
races and he felt thwarted by those who believed that white students would leave the
university in droves if Notre Dame admitted African American students. Hesburgh
called on the university to raise the percentage of minority students, but progress came
slowly, some say much too slowly. Paul T. Murray, author of “To Change the Face of
America” about Father Hesburgh. Murray quotes two former Notre Dame students who
questioned the lack of diversity in a university led by a priest who sat on the
Commission for Civil Rights. At football games black students, disgruntled at the lack of
focus on creating a more diverse student and student-athlete population, held up signs
questioning Hesburgh’s commitment to social change. One sign read “Hesburgh of the
Civil Rights Commission: Check on your own backyard”. 14 Michael O’Brien, who
authored a biography of Hesburgh, wrote that the school’s commitment to changing the
racial imbalance did not really develop until the end of the 1960s, more than a decade
after Hesburgh took office.15 Still, Hesburgh, a true man of the North, made a Southern

13

Untitled speech given on the tenth anniversary of Brown v. Board of Education by Theodore Hesburgh,

1964.CPHS, Box 14, Folder 21. Reverend Theodore Hesburgh collection, University of Notre Dame Archives, Notre
Dame, Indiana.
14

Paul T. Murray, “To Change the Face of America: Father Theodore M. Hesburgh and the Civil Rights

Commission”, Indiana Magazine of History, Vol. 111, No. 2 (June 2015).
15

Michael O’Brien, Hesburgh: A Biography (Washington, DC: The Catholic University of America Press, 1998), 102.
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connection when he personally invited the first African American student to integrate
Huntsville, Alabama public schools to come to Notre Dame.
On September 3, 1963, Huntsville’s Saint Joseph’s School (now Holy Family
Regional School), a mission church founded by priests of the Society of the Divine
Savior, voluntarily integrated, the first elementary school in Alabama to do so.16 Before
integration, Saint Joseph’s students at recess could hear children at a nearby white
school also playing outside but could not see them. The city had barricaded all the
roads between the two schools and the Saint Joseph’s students, literally and
metaphorically, could not get there from where they stood. Sonnie Hereford, who held
his father’s hand as he integrated Huntsville’s public schools, later enrolled at Saint
Joseph’s. Hereford attended Notre Dame after Father Hesburgh personally offered him
a scholarship.17
Another northerner, Archbishop Joseph Rummel, believed that changing laws
could only go so far, and that people needed to change their hearts for society to heal.
Rummel, now the Archbishop of New Orleans, wrote weekly missals to educate his
parishioners on the causes and effects of racism and the many ways racism ran counter
to Church teaching. Rummel excommunicated three outspoken Catholic racists for
flagrant disobedience of church teachings and for leading others to the same
disobedience, but was unable to integrate the New Orleans Catholic Schools. 18

16

“History”, Holy Family School website, accessed May 15, 2012, http://holy-family-school.com/About-Us/History.

17

Sonnie Hereford, interview by author, Huntsville, May 15, 2012.
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John Smestad, jr. The Role of Archbishop Joseph F. Rummel in the Desegregation of Catholic Schools in New

Orleans”, The Students’ Historical Journal, Loyola University; volume 25 (1993-1994), 4.
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Both Father Hesburgh and Archbishop Rummel worked at high levels in the
Catholic Church, and they had the power to effect change from their lofty perches.
Father James Groppi and the Sisters of Saint Joseph worked at street level. Born in
Milwaukee of immigrant parents, Groppi spent his youth among people of many races
and understood the pain of prejudice and exclusion. When Martin Luther King, Jr.
called on churches to send representatives to Selma for the March to Montgomery, he
volunteered and the experience changed his life. The diocese assigned him to a
predominantly black parish in segregated Milwaukee where he led protests against the
city council and their treatment of the African American community. At his parish he
taught in Freedom schools, learned and taught protest songs and exhorted his
parishioners to be involved.
When he came home he got more involved in the civil rights movement, became
youth mentor for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and
would later get involved with the Native American Rights Movement. He was, to say the
least, a polarizing figure in the Milwaukee civil rights movement. His youth group loved
and admired him — “I would have taken a bullet for him,” 19 one of his commandos said.
But others vilified him. Hatred of him cut across race lines: Some white people hated
him for pushing changes they did not welcome, and some black civil rights activists
believed he usurped black leadership, including in the NAACP, from whom he won
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Awards for his work as youth mentor.20 Many Catholics questioned whether clergy
ought to be on the front lines of a political battle.
Historians such as Amy Koelinger, who has written extensively on religious
sisters, questioned the nature of civil rights as it applies to the sisters. The Sisters who
served in Selma are often judged by historians on what they didn’t do, rather than what
they did, and this makes a substantial difference on the narrative and the analysis of
their work. They didn’t march or protest, therefore, they didn’t “do” civil rights. The
sisters would disagree, and other members of the movement and those who write about
it also disagreed.
The Sisters of Saint Joseph, of Rochester, New York had long had a mission in
deeply segregated Selma, Alabama. Their work was difficult but satisfying. As nuns,
they held a nebulous position in both church and in society: the Church called on them
to obey without question, like children, but they were adults. They did not have
husbands or children and their long habits obscured their figures, so people regarded
them differently than other “real” women. They occupied an ill-defined social position
that, as uncomfortable as is probably felt, sometimes proved beneficial in their work.
The social constraints other non-religious women might encounter, such as the
uniquely Southern tradition against being alone with a black man, did not apply to them.
This gave them an occupational freedom many women did not have, but it also denied
them the social protection white southern women received as their birthright. They
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witnessed black man and women becoming victims of racial violence, often at the hands
of the police, and even though they lived among the burgeoning violence, they felt
powerless to stop it. They could only to react to it and to help diminish the pain.
On the day of the first attempt to march to Montgomery the Sisters filled a critical
need, but they did not march. Their Archbishop forbade them. As clergy and religious
flew in from all parts of the country to join the protest, white Americans still undecided
about the morality of racism and segregation saw protesting nuns in habits on
television. This gave the movement a moral weight, especially for Catholics. The
Sisters of Saint. Joseph believed that their ability to work in the community could be
compromised by marching in those days of protest. Instead they did the civil rights work
they had done since the beginning: feeding, housing, clothing, educating and healing
the people pf Selma. Historians, I think, ascribe a too-narrow definition to civil rights.
Marching, for historians like Taylor Branch and Charles E. Fager, who wrote on Selma,
is civil rights; shouting and going to jail is civil rights, refusing to give up one’s seat on
the bus is civil rights. I believe in a broader definition and I incorporated this broader
definition into the whole research I did and the analysis I made. For me, anything that
affects positive change for marginalized groups is civil rights. Actors in the movement,
politicians and those about whom the history is written, call many things civil rights:
healing, being heard, restored dignity, opportunity, access to better education. The
sisters did these things every day, they did not march on one day. They did civil rights.
The religious men and women in this paper did too much, or not enough, and
history still weighs them all using different scales. As we will see, some people believed
Father Groppi did all he did because he wanted attention--a glory-seeking nutjob. He
25

marched too far and took crazy chances with his and other’s lives. He carried a gun
and got himself arrested and led others to take the same crazy chances. Why would a
man do these things if he didn’t have to, if his rights were protected already?
Prentice McKinney said that Groppi got pressure to step back from his leadership
of the youth council, including from Black Nationalists. “There was an effort to persuade
the commandos that we needed to be under black leadership. We shouldn’t be
following this white guy on this black issue”. The local chapter of the NAACP seems to
agree: other soldiers in that “war” have their pictures on the walls of the offices. Groppi
doesn’t. “It’s because he’s white,” says McKinney, one of his Commandos.21
Many Catholics, lay and religious, participated in the civil rights movement, and
these two research subjects represent a tiny fraction. These men and women lived and
made choices counter to the morals of a sometimes-backward society and to their own
Church’s traditions They chose to battle when no good ending was in sight. Their
Church gave them a mission and sometimes the tools with which to fight, but then
tugged them back, fearing perhaps that change might come too quickly or cause grave
consequences.
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Chapter II
White Sisters in the Black Belt: The Sisters of Saint Joseph
If you lavish your food on the hungry and satisfy the afflicted; Then your light shall
rise in the darkness, and your gloom shall become like midday. Isiah 58:10
(NAB)

The air in Selma seemed to crackle on the verge of exploding. In the early
months of 1965, daily marches and nightly mass meetings stirred up Selma’s
communities, both black and white. One group of religious sisters secretly watched and
listened to the meetings and prayed for peace. Every day the police arrested school
girls and boys for protesting, and the sisters went to the jails and camps to hand out
sandwiches and check on their students. Government officials systematically denied
half the population the right to vote. They erected nearly impossible obstacles,
including requiring registrants to pass civics tests of incredible difficulty. The sisters
tutored citizens to pass the tests. Police and white supremacists beat, shot, and even
dragged alive men, women and children. Most of the white medical community looked
the other way. The sisters did not. They stitched wounds, set bones and comforted
those whom Jim Crow had broken.
The Sisters of Saint Joseph provided care and sanctuary in Selma, Alabama at a
seminal moment of the Civil Rights Movement in the United States, but they lived in the
city before it became infamous. For seventy-six years the sisters have been a
charitable presence in Alabama’s Black Belt. They came in answer to a call, but this
was not new. They lived their lives in constant response to a call. They felt called to be
religious sisters and they answered that call. The Pope, an archbishop, and the
27

Edmundite brothers called them to Selma to staff a mission to the African American
community and they answered that call. When Dr. Martin Luther King sent out a
nationwide call for clergy and religious men and women of all faiths to come join the
struggle, they did not move. They had already answered that call.
This chapter focuses on these sisters. The Sisters of Saint Joseph, with a home
convent in Rochester, New York, came to Selma to serve God and His children in a
suffering community. Because of the changes in the nation and in their Church,
religious sisters in the 1960s went out into the world regularly. The Pope called them
specifically to work among Christ’s wounded and hurting peoples. Many sisters
answered that call. These sisters didn’t wait, they went to serve Christ’s people in
Alabama in 1940. As members of a religious sisterhood, and even as members of
society, women did not traditionally work outside of their homes or convents in this era.
These women pushed tradition aside and stepped out, as their mission statement said
to do “all that a woman is capable of doing.”22
John F. Kennedy described the civil rights issue as “a moral issue. . .” and said
that the crux of the thing was “whether all Americans are to be afforded equal rights and
equal opportunity.” He ended by saying, “Those who do nothing are inviting shame as
well as violence.”23 Protester and later Representative John Lewis wrote that “part of
the movement was to tame the madness of man, to take the beast that lives in all of us
and turn it toward love.” He said its purpose was, among other things, “to teach the way
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of compassion, of connection and community.”24 The sisters lived, worked, and
worshipped within the black community in Selma. The Sisters “turned toward love” and
“taught compassion and connection.” One researcher dismisses their work doing civil
rights as “largely symbolic” and believed the work the sisters did affected them much
more than it affected those around them.25 I disagree, and so do others. Politicians,
citizens of Selma, and other activists noticed the sisters’ work and singled them out for
praise for doing work that changed lives. Their enemies, like the Ku Klux Klan, hated
them for providing real help to African Americans. By choosing to love and not be
indifferent to suffering, they lived the vows they took.
In making a religious vocation, novice sisters chose difference in a world that
valued sameness. They changed their appearance and their clothing. They gave up
individual ownership of material goods. They put the needs of others first, and lived a
life of simplicity, community, and prayer. These differences set them apart and raised
questions about their role in society, because they fit no readily accepted role
completely. This sense of not fitting in worked to their benefit sometimes but sometimes
it inspired distrust and derision. Carol Coburn, in “An Overview of the Historiography of
Women Religious: A Twenty-five-Years Retrospective,” writes that many people
believed sisters were either “captive, docile minions and concubines” for the priests or
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“abnormal women, rejected by males as unfit for marriage and motherhood and allowed
to run amuck as independent women with masculine tendencies.” 26
Bishop Henry de Maupas established the Congregation of the Sisters of Saint
Joseph in Puy, France, in 1651, as a community for women who wanted to serve Christ
and others. Their constitution laid down, in excruciating detail, the way each sister was
to live her life from the moment she took three “simple vows” of chastity, poverty and
obedience.27 She wore a habit made of many layers of heavy cotton and black wool
and a brass cross, “before the breast” to remind her constantly of the heavy but sweet
burden of this journey with Christ.28 They did not marry or own property and they
obeyed. Their Constitution asked them to “obey promptly, cheerfully, and simply” and
“be satisfied with the ordinary course of virtue and life” they chose.”29 The vow held two
parts: obedience to God and obedience to the Church. The sisters obeyed God as an
act of love. They obeyed the Church hierarchy as outward sign of their obedience to
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God. This put them under the control of a Church hierarchy which sometimes acted
contrary to its own doctrines.
Since the 1500s, bishops have wielded absolute authority over religious sisters
and the orders to which they belonged, even controlling the superiors of the convents.
The Sisters of Saint Joseph’s constitution required the sisters to “show them [the
bishops] profound respect, submission, and obedience in all things.” It also allowed the
bishops to “demand an account of both the temporal and spiritual state” of the order at
any time and to “examine, correct, and even punish” the sisters for failures of obedience
or other rules of the order.30 Sisters accepted these rules as a cost of admission, but
some of them would chafe, especially in the turmoil of the 1960s.
Women in the United States began to agitate for their rights in 1960s, but this
had not reached the Church yet. The Sisters of Saint Joseph lived in community and
followed rules of Enclosure which limited the physical area in which a sister could work
and live. The Sisters of Saint Joseph did not follow strict enclosure because theirs was
a missionary order and needed to visit the sick and homebound, but they were limited.
Their constitution advised against “useless visits” and prohibited sisters from ever
leaving “without the permission of the Superiors.”31 Sisters who hoped for more
meaningful work outside their convents waited, and in the mid-1960s the Church
responded.
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Pope John XXIII convened the Second Vatican Council in 1965, and among its
many reforms were altered roles of clergy, religious brothers, and religious sisters. In
one momentous document, In Gaudium et Spes (Pastoral Constitution on the Church in
the Modern World), the council made a statement on modern society when it proclaimed
that the world was “most grievously torn into opposing camps by conflicting forces.”32 It
reminded people that each of us was made in God’s image, each of us was entitled to
be treated with dignity, and that we each deserved “everything necessary for leading a
life truly human.” The Pope included as necessities a proper education, full
employment, and respect of their fellow citizens.33

The Church called for religious men and women to leave their monasteries and
convents and meet the suffering where they lived. Some religious sisters balked, but
many believed that Vatican II opened an important discussion about the ways they
participated in the church. The Church enlarged the roles available to sisters and
offered them more education. After Gaudium et Spes, sisters began to feel specifically
called minister to the afflicted and marginalized of society. The Sisters of St Joseph, in
cooperation with the Society of St. Edmund, had already immersed themselves in this
work that came to be called a racial apostolate.
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In 1937, Pope Pius XI and Alabama’s Bishop Toolen asked the Edmundite
Priests and Brothers to come to Selma to minister to the suffering poor in Alabama’s
Black Belt. With 50 dollars and not much else, Father Francis Casey and Father
Barney Paro came to Selma, bought a former gin joint and bordello at 1423 Broad
Street, and set about making a church community. The locals did not welcome them
cordially. People in Selma did not care much for Catholics, especially those who
planned on working with the African American population. Police accused them of being
Northern agitators. Their new neighbor, a minister at a local church, called them “white
trash,” and said they were only a slight improvement over the previous residents of the
bordello.34 (Then he built a twelve-foot-tall fence between the two properties.) Selma
had only two black Catholics and the Fathers hoped to change that. They very soon
discovered that saving souls would have to wait until they addressed the community’s
physical needs. They built new structures (a house for the priests and a chapel were
first priorities) established relationships and tried to change local attitudes.
The priests quickly realized that they could not accomplish all they needed to do
alone, and in 1940, Father Casey begged the Sisters of Saint Joseph in Rochester,
New York, for help. The order’s Mother Superior Rose Miriam lamented the plight of
black people in the South, and she immediately chose five sisters for the new mission.
She promised them only hard work, a possibly hostile environment, and little
compensation. The sisters arrived in Selma in 1940 to Alabama’s scorching August
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sun. They noticed the heat first, then the poverty. They both took the sisters’ breath
away.
The sisters’ official duty was to convert the locals to Catholicism, but they quickly
settled into social work. They comforted the sick, sought out the lonely, fed the hungry,
and educated any who wanted to learn. Because of enclosure, and because the
hospital and school were there, the Sisters of Saint Joseph lived and worked entirely
within the black community. This community welcomed them graciously. The oldest
parishioner thrilled at the sisters’ presence, remarking, “These are the best girls in the
world” while another exclaimed, “What! Five sisters! I shore[sic] rejoice you’ve come!” 35
Instead of creating a barrier, enclosure in this instance helped them become enmeshed
in their new home and they could truly address the needs of their new community, while
still following the rules of their order. All sisters followed rules, even missionary sisters.
After experiencing the heat and humidity—and seeing the work they needed to
do—the sisters requested a change of habit. Mother Miriam granted the request and
the sisters changed to a habit of white linen that better suited the stifling Alabama
climate. It was much more comfortable to walk the unpaved streets of East Selma in
these new habits, but social conditions still appalled them. They saw unrelenting
poverty, unmet medical needs, and other evidence of harsh Jim Crow laws. The
children had limited access to schools, books, or even a set curriculum. Families lived
in poorly-built shacks that were barely habitable. The thin walls let in bugs and rain in
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the summer and snow and cold in the winter. The children were thin and malnourished,
and many had burns or burn scars from too close contact with open hearth cooking
fires. The sick and suffering did without all but the most rudimentary medical care
because no local hospital admitted blacks unconditionally. In the midst of all this
suffering, what could the sisters do? They could do “Anything of which a woman is
capable,” which was their stated mission.36
They did every kind of work, whatever was asked of them. In the fall and winter
of 1947-48, it rained so much the nearby Alabama River flooded its banks and trapped
the residents of East Selma in their homes. The Sisters brought those in danger to the
hospital to stay. When the Alabama flooded again, rising ten feet above flood stage, the
sisters provided refuge to some 300 people until the water subsided.
In 1948, the sisters learned that the children had nowhere to go to work on
homework or check out books needed for school-they were not allowed to use Selma’s
public library. They asked northern friends for books of all kinds and converted part of
their convent into Elizabeth’s Library, creating the only library that blacks could
patronize at the time.37 The sisters hoped to encourage the children’s stifled creativity,
so the hospital’s lab and x-ray technician began an art guild for the students in the area.
The Edmunites’ newsletter explained the guild, “knowledge precedes action; hence the
development of a people is in direct proportion to the education received.” Art allowed
them to offer “something constructive to mankind” and it helped “in the progress of their
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race.”38 The Fathers also began a Don Bosco club for young men. Edmundite Father
Nelson B. Ziter welcomed young men of the parish and the larger community and gave
them a place to gather socially, compete athletically, and learn job skills. The priest
encouraged them to look out for each other and to use positive peer pressure to help
their friends stay out of trouble. Eventually, the Don Bosco club provided college
scholarships to 200 young men and women of the parish.
In 1940, their first year, the sisters began a kindergarten with ten pupils. The
school provided religious and academic instruction as well as lunch and a snack. At the
beginning of each subsequent year the school added a grade to the school, finally
teaching students from kindergarten through eighth grade. The sisters continued to
walk among the community, providing food to the hungry, care to homebound sick and
transportation to doctors for those who needed more than the sisters could offer. In
1942, the sisters convinced the Edmundite priests that the black citizens of Selma
needed a proper medical facility.
The Edmundites bought a rundown, rat-infested hospital building crawling with
bugs, germs and other vermin, and the sisters turned it into place for healing. First, they
scrubbed the walls and floors and tossed old bursting mattresses into the yard. They
carried the bedsteads into the yard and heated them until roaches by the hundreds fled
their hiding places, trying to escape the heat. The Sisters cleaned what could be
cleaned and burned the rest. When they opened the hospital, it was already too small
for all who needed care. Sister Louis Bertrand, hospital administrator, wrote in a letter
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to the mother house, “The increase in patients keeps our beds full all the time and we
frequently have two in a bed. A year ago, such an idea of two patients in one bed was
very far from my mind. But now that I am starting my second year in Selma many
unusual things seem quite natural now.”39
A new medical facility cried out for nurses to staff it. In 1950, Sister Louis
Bertrand opened a practical nursing school for young men and women in the area. The
school provided theory and practical training in “medical, surgical, pediatric and geriatric
nursing.”40 One of the instructors, Sister Mary Christopher Kuchman, toppled racial
barriers by taking the nurse trainees to an all-white hospital in Montgomery for obstetric
experience that Good Samaritan could not provide. The state accredited Good
Samaritan’s program due to the training it provided the students. In all, nearly 350
nurses graduated from the school. Clara Moorer, graduate of the class of 1970 said,
“There weren’t many opportunities open for black women in those years, and the Good
Samaritan School of Nursing was a Godsend.”41 Some of the graduates stayed to work
in Selma, while others easily earned positions in hospitals all around the south. Etta
Perkins, one of the first graduates remembered that the work they did was hard, but
they learned very valuable skills and the sisters truly cared about their success. “They
opened doors that had always been closed to us.”42
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In 1946 the Edmundites made additions to the hospital building, adding
desperately needed beds, knowing that it was still not enough to meet the needs of
those in nine Black Belt counties who had no other options. Eighteen years later, with
the help of an $800,000 federal government grant, the new Good Samaritan Hospital
opened in December 1964. The new building contained new health equipment and
more beds, so they could admit more patients. After the grand open house, which
people of both races attended, Sister Mary Paul wrote to the sisters in Rochester,
“Many had tears in their eyes to think this was for them.”43 It was for them, and on
March 7, 1965, it played a pivotal role in the Bloody Sunday March.
This not-for-profit, state-of-the-art facility provided dining and laundry services,
offered modern medical care to a community in dire need, and provided a boost to the
local economy. By 1964, the hospital employed 110 fulltime and ten part-time workers.
Ninety percent were black. During fiscal year 1963-1964, the hospital paid salaries of
$183,000 and ordered its supplies from local companies, thereby keeping the money in
town.44 It also became the focus of the city’s ire.
The City of Selma refused to recognize the hospital’s non-profit status (fifty
percent of the patients paid nothing for their services) and levied taxes every year.
Father Lambert pointed out that state law exempted non-profit establishments like
hospitals from paying taxes, but the city threatened to “seize the hospital and sell it at
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auction for the taxes” if the fathers did not pay several years of back taxes. 45 Father
Lambert finally agreed to pay the back taxes, and the city agreed to cease all further tax
bills. Next, the city also took aim at the sisters. A few sisters went to register to vote
and were told they had to pay the poll tax, plus previous unpaid poll taxes. When Sister
Mary Paul found out, “She was furious,” Sister Josepha remembers. She wonders
aloud whether this ever happened to the “white nuns”, the ones who served in the white
community, but doubts it. She feels strongly that the Sisters of Saint Joseph ran into
this difficulty because they were so closely associated with the black community. 46 It
was all part of the rising tension between a city intent on keeping the status quo and the
Catholics who seemed intent on cracking it.
At the mission, most of the sisters were aware of the building tension in town. Sr.
Josepha Twomey, who missioned in Selma from 1963-1965, admits there was more
going on than she realized. She did not volunteer to go to Selma. “I would certainly
have an interest in being there, but I didn’t ask to be there,” she said. She grew to love
it even though it was hard living there. “You knew you weren’t very well-liked in the
community because of where you worked, with whom you worked.”47 Her mother was
very worried about her being there because there had already been some trouble.
Another sister wrote to her parents, “Selma has had an eventful week,” and went on to
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describe how the police arrested seventy-nine teenagers for “parading without a permit.”
The police presence grew every day, and so did the number of arrests. 48
St. Elizabeth’s pastor, Father Maurice Ouellet, allowed the marchers to use the
church as a meeting place, and the sisters, while not allowed to be directly involved,
agreed with his stance. Sr. Marie Albert, for whom coming to Selma was a “dream
come true” said the “whites were disturbed by the whole thing of blacks taking things
into their own hands.”49 Sr. Mary Paul, superior of the sisters’ mission house, shared
her belief in the inherent rightness of the movement, writing, “There is no hatred in the
Negro determination to have his basic, God-given rights. We could all learn a
tremendous lesson of charity towards our enemies from these leaders, and from every
one of the people.” The sisters expressed concern that the Catholic Church was not
responding vocally enough to the needs of the black community. They had heard of
Saint Joseph’s school in Huntsville, Alabama which had recently integrated quite
peacefully and wondered why that could not be the case everywhere. “All of this leaves
the impression that is not new, that the Catholic Church is the ‘white man’s church’. It is
a tragedy.”50
The sisters in the school used their talents to help the movement as much as
they could while working within their Bishop’s directive not to get too involved. With the
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nurse sisters, they drove to Montgomery to shop when black Selmans boycotted the
white-owned stores in Selma. They gave classes to help registrants try to prepare for
civics tests the registrars employed. Sr. Josepha said the registrars deliberately asked
“ridiculous” questions such as, “what color was the hat on the person who just walked
under that window?”51 Employment intimidation prevented adults from marching, so
children marched, often every day, coordinating when and where to meet. It became a
badge of pride to get arrested. The sisters went as often as they could to check on their
jailed students and bring peanut butter sandwiches. Freed marchers told of being
forced to eat food the police threw to the ground and of sandwiches with dirt or sand in
them, so the sisters usually asked to hand the food to their student personally. On one
occasion, when they insisted on seeing their students, the police aimed their rifles at the
sisters and sent them home.
The sisters understood the children needed to be part of this revolution; believing
they fought for their own futures. Sister Mary Paul wrote to the mother house detailing
the children’s experiences, and the sisters’ part in the unfolding drama. “These are hard
days for them—more than ever they need our understanding and love.” She reported
that she intervened with the parents about the children’s involvement in the marches. “If
I were one of them, I would want to be in on it, and if I had a teenage child I would agree
with his wanting to go.”52
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In February 1965, Father John Crowley, head of the St. Elizabeth Mission, took
out a full-page ad in the Selma Times Journal that outlined the obstacles littering the
“Path to Peace in Selma.” Tiny words, in rows and rows of letters, spelled out Selma’s
problems. “All citizens must now think and plan together in sincerity and truth to solve
the problems that confront us. Sincerity alone is not enough. The prejudiced man is
often a sincere man,” he begins. He described what living without any political power
looked like and decried the moral wrongness of it. Then, he put the onus for fixing things
squarely in the hands of the white power structure. 53 For the most part, they refused.
The Edmundites and the Sisters of Saint Joseph actively encouraged the men
and women of their parish and community in their quest for equality. Many in the white
community, especially the establishment, actively worked against it. Al Lingo,
Alabama’s Director of Public Safety, Jim Clark, Selma’s sheriff, the Selma police,
Clark’s deputized posse, and the registrars at the county courthouse all relished their
role in denying black Selmans the right to vote. They advocated violence and practiced
employment intimidation to keep “their negroes” in line and it was only a matter of time
before something erupted. On February 18, 1965, something did. Police ferreted out
plans for a night march in Marion, Alabama, a town about 27 miles from Selma. As the
protesters peacefully marched from Zion Baptist Church toward the local courthouse
singing spirituals, the police showed up and rushed at the frantically fleeing
demonstrators. The police attacked those they could catch and chased those who ran.
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Two officers followed Jimmie Lee Jackson, his mother, and his grandfather into a
small diner, shouting and swinging their clubs. Viola Jackson tried to step between the
officers and her father, but they turned on her, beating her repeatedly with their clubs.
When Jimmie Lee tried to protect his mother, trooper James Bonnard Fowler shot him
twice in the stomach.54 A makeshift ambulance brought Jimmie Lee Jackson to Selma’s
Good Samaritan because no hospital in Marion would accept him. The sisters admitted
him, and he survived the surgery, but died from complications of his injury. The sisters
nursed him and sat with him until the end. Before he died, Jackson asked Sr. Barbara,
“Isn’t this a high price to pay for freedom, sister?”55 Selmans reacted with grief and
rage. James Bevel, an embattled associate of King’s, pressed King to call for a march
to Montgomery to lay the body on the steps of the state capital where Governor George
Wallace would have to see it. Martin Luther King announced a march to be held March
7, 1965. They decided not to carry the body.
The marchers planned to start at Brown Chapel AME, cross the Edmund Pettus
Bridge and continue for 54 miles down Highway 80, waking through and past towns that
did not hide their violent racism and whose record of civil rights violations exceeded
Selma’s. Sister Josepha thought about the route the marchers would take. “They’ve got
to go through Lowndes County. It was like suicide.”56 On the morning of the march,
Sister Barbara Lum made up small first aid packets filled with things she thought the
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marchers would need: bandages, sunburn cream, and ointment for blisters, then
prepared for a typical day, but the typical day exploded as John Lewis and Reverend
Hosea Will led marchers across the Edmund Pettus Bridge. On the other side, they
saw a human barrier of police, state troopers, mounted deputies and white supporters.
Sister Liguori described what she saw.
The marchers “started out from Brown Chapel after offering prayers and
proceeded on down Broad Street and over the Edmund Pettus Bridge in the
direction of Montgomery. At the foot of the bridge, the State Troopers, under
Governor Wallace’s’ order, stopped them. It was there the brutality occurred. If I
did not actually see it with my own eyes, I would not believe that man could so
treat his fellow-man, because of his color.57
The State Trooper ordered the marchers to halt and gave them two minutes to
disperse. Just over a minute later, the human barrier lunged. Police shot off tear gas
canisters and horse-mounted officers trampled men, women, and children. State
troopers and police attacked without mercy, splitting heads, breaking bones, and slicing
skin with Billy clubs. Hearses served as ambulances and carried the grievously
wounded to Good Samaritan where the sisters who staffed the hospital had called in
any sister who could help. Sister Josepha remembers that Sister Barbara said to her,
“You know, our people are transported in hearses. There’s no such thing as
ambulances for a black person.” Sister Josepha was shocked into silence. “Just the
thought of that. . . this is all you can have. This is what you deserve, something to
transport dead people in.” She wondered what it would do to a person’s psyche to feel
that terror.58
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Injured, fearful people soon occupied every available space in the small
emergency room. All the sisters played a part. Nursing sisters triaged the patients,
dressed wounds, and assisted in surgery. Teaching sisters took information, transported
patients for labs or x-rays, comforted crying children, and called families to pick up
those whom had been treated. The sisters treated over 100 patients that day, their
eyes burning from tear gas that permeated the clothing of the victims. They fell into bed
after midnight and “breathed a prayer both for the officers, who inflicted this cruelty, and
for the victims, who had it meted out to them.”

This work, what they called “bearing

witness,” would continue for another month.59
On March 8, 1965, Martin Luther King called for clergy and religious to come to
Selma and, in effect, own up to their stated beliefs in the dignity of all men in God’s
eyes. Many hundreds of clergy and religious sisters and brothers answered the call to
stand in solidarity, but the Sisters of Saint Joseph did not march. Archbishop Toolen
expressly forbade the religious and clergy in his diocese from marching.
Of course, you realize you are stirring up real trouble for yourself, as I have told
you, Selma and the surrounding country as far as the negro is concerned is and
always has been the worst in the state. They hate the negro, and hate him
worse than they love the Church . . . While I am bishop of Mobile, there will be no
picketing by priests or nuns, and no marching.60
The sisters had a decision to make. They could march; risking expulsion from
Selma and their beloved community, or they could stay and do what was needed.
Sisters searched their hearts and prayed. They worried that if they got expelled, no one
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would be left to provide services to the black community. Sr. Barbara describes Bishop
Toolen as “a good man caught in the times,” and said she knew she “wanted to be in
the hospital. I thought that was where we were called to be.”61 Sr. Josepha said
Bishop Toolen was “a conundrum.” She said he took good care of black people he
knew personally, “but to support the sisters when it came time. . .” Here her voice
trailed off. “We couldn’t march, could not participate in any mass meetings. That was
his proclamation.”62
Sr. Marie Albert was not in Selma for the March, but she admits that was just as
well. She went back to Ithaca in 1963 to care for her mother and returned to Selma in
1967. She knew if she had been in Selma at the time she would have, “ruined it for
people in the march, because I would have wanted to march.” She remembered when
she heard about the march she thought it was a good thing she wasn’t there. “I would
have blown it.”63
The sisters, all of whom stayed and none of whom marched, threw themselves
into the work of welcoming, transporting, feeding, and providing a safe, comfortable
place for the influx of visitors to stay. Some of the visiting religious men and women
stayed with black host families, but many more stayed at St. Elizabeth’s mission house,
in the hospital, and even the church. The sisters housed 185 priests, five monsignors,
thirty minsters, four rabbis, two members of the Air Force, 110 laymen, and thirty-five
laywomen. They cascaded in from twenty-six states, the District of Columbia, Canada,
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and Germany, 64 and they left feeling they had made a difference and knowing they
were different. They could not see the world as benignly as they once had, and they did
not know what would happen to the people for whom the Sisters of Saint Joseph chose
to serve rather than march.
In the fifty-one years since the march from Selma to Montgomery, and the
tragedy that was the aborted first march across the Edmund Pettus Bridge, people have
studied and written and sung about this historical episode and tried to place it in a
historical context. The many secondary sources paint a panorama of the Bloody
Sunday march, the skirmishes that came before it, the final triumphant entry into
Montgomery, the results, and the timeline, but they only include a thumbnail sketch of
the sisters.
My research for this chapter led to primary sources that add much needed
details. The primary sources include letters from the sisters missioned in Selma to their
Superior in Rochester, their families and benefactors; hospital intake records for the
Good Samaritan Hospital; the Sisters of Saint Joseph’s order’s newsletters as well
Edmundite mission newsletters. Government sources include a National Register of
Historic Places Multiple Property Preservation application that names the sisters’
convent, school and hospital as buildings of historical importance. Relevant documents
from the Second Vatican Council note the changing directions of the sisters’ lives and
work. The sisters’ interviews gave evidence of still-raw emotions as they recounted
events and stories from more than 50 years ago. These primary sources provide a
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more robust and accurate drawing of the sisters and their significant contributions to the
fight for civil rights than the secondary sources do.
In the study of the civil rights movement, historians mention Catholic religious
men and women only in passing. Alice Burke, in The St. Michaels Review, writes about
how the news from Selma filled television screens and newspapers for days, but “hardly
a mention was made of the four Edmundite priests. . .eleven Sisters of Saint Joseph,
and two lay apostles” who gave all they had to “confused and embattled Selma.”65
When people write about Selma and the March to Montgomery, the Edmundite mission
makes an appearance, but they bypass the Sisters of Saint Joseph. In Selma, 1965:
The March that Changed the South, an important work of civil rights history, the author
points out that the Edmundites had “been doing pioneer work in Selma for thirty years
and they built a hospital and a school.” Fager later mentions the sisters (not the Sisters
of Saint Joseph) who participated in the march, calling them part of “an almost
unprecedented event in American Catholicism”66, but no Sisters of Saint Joseph
populate his narrative, although it is they who staffed both the hospital and the school.
Historians in general minimize the sisters’ efforts by failing to analyze their impact on
the movement in a universal way.
I think it is important to broaden the idea of what constitutes “doing civil rights.”
In The New Nuns, Amy Koehlinger recognizes the sometimes-radical nature of the
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nuns’ activities but doesn’t make the intellectual leap to call their work activism.
Although she writes that the sisters’ activities-healing, teaching, comforting-done in the
context of Jim Crow and segregation made these activities into a form of activism, she
also believes the nuns’ “contribution to civil rights remained largely symbolic.” 67 She
advanced this position in her dissertation, writing that the sisters “had little substantial
influence on the Civil Rights Movement.”68 She further minimizes their role by saying
that the Sisters of Saint Joseph, and others like them, “joined the racial apostolate by
virtue of staying put as the world around them changed.”69 It can hardly be said that
they did not change, or that they did not change their world. It is true that they worked
within the constraints of their church’s strictures and society’s rules, but Koehlinger fails
to recognize that, as water constantly dripping on rocks can gouge out a canyon,
everyday acts of decency and caring can create foundational change. Her vision of the
civil rights movement, like that of many historians, is one where marchers and bus
riders made the only substantive contribution. Those who put themselves in harm’s
way, who took a literal stand for their beliefs, certainly changed society and rightly
deserve recognition. By broadening the definition of civil rights activism, we add to the
magnitude of what everyone involved did. Recognizing those who offered dignity to
people to whom little had been offered before does nothing to diminish the actions of
those who also marched.
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Barbra Wall, in her article “Catholic Nursing Sisters and Brothers and Racial
Justice in Mid-20th-Century America,” offers a counterpoint to those who discount the
activities of the healers and the pray-ers.

She points out that, “Rather than direct

confrontation, the local Sisters of Saint Joseph employed different strategies to promote
racial justice.” 70 In “Catholic Sister Nurses in Selma, Alabama, 1940-1972,” Wall again
focuses on the sisters in Selma. Although she agrees with Koehlinger on many points,
she points out that Koehlinger does not weigh the importance of the sisters’ interactions
within the black community heavily enough. Koehlinger asserts that the Selma sisters
“worked behind the scenes, attempting to stabilize the charged atmosphere in town,”
and they worked “comfortably within the limits, norms, and power structures of Jim Crow
segregation.”71 Wall takes a different view. She agrees that the sisters did work within
the cramped confines of the segregated southern society, especially at first. The sisters
obeyed the Jim Crow laws, but railed at the injustice they caused. Interviews with the
sisters confirm these feelings. Their continued pain over the injustices, and the stories
they tell of boycotts and encouraging their students to join the protests indicate how little
comfort they found in Selma. Wall writes that even though the sisters did not march,
“through their hospital work for African Americans, they believed they were helping to
promote racial justice.”72 Because their hospital employed black community members
in large numbers and because black and white employees worked side by side, the
sisters’ work eroded racial barriers. She writes that whatever the context, whether it
was making changes to segregationist policies, marching in protest, or the Sisters of
70
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Saint Joseph “working behind the scenes caring for patients with injuries from racial
violence in Selma,” 73 the critical work they performed has been largely overlooked.
The National Park Service recognized the importance of the work the Edmunites
and the Sisters did. When conservationists applied for protection for historically
important buildings in Selma they specifically listed the St. Elizabeth’s church and
school as well as Good Samaritan Hospital. The application gives the back story of the
mission’s founding in the 1930s and describes the Edmundite Brothers and Sisters of
Saint Joseph as “the first whites in town to really embrace the notion of African
American equality.” In the narrative the author berated “suspicious and dismissive”
attitudes shown to the Catholics by local African American ministers.74 Even the Klu
Klux Klan got in on recognizing the work the sisters were doing. The Easter, 1950
Edmundite newsletter reported that the KKK had posted signs reading “The KKK is
Looking at You” on the mission mother house and the mission church doors. Half
seriously, and full in jest, the writer (an unnamed priest) laments, “If the label above is
any indication, our work is at last, at long last, recognized by an organized group”75.
People associated with the movement clearly recognized the Sisters’ efforts.
John Lewis, who was front and center in the march on Bloody Sunday, has spoken out
about the sisters’ work on more than one occasion. At a 2014 adult training center
graduation in Rochester, New York, Lewis emotionally recounted his bloody Sunday
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memories, and then thanked Sr. Barbara Lum and all the sisters for “what you did on
March 7, 1965, and before and after you have been in Selma.” He points out their
contribution to America. “Today our country is better, and Selma is better, and you
have been there every step of the way.76 Martin Luther King believed that the sisters’
presence added moral weight to the movement, and he specifically thanked the Sisters
of Saint Joseph for the work they did. “You have given so many people courage and
vigor.”77 Father Ouellet, pastor of St. Elizabeth’s Church remarked that it must have
been unusual for people to see religious sisters marching, but for the Selma locals it
was not unusual at all; they had walked with the sisters for almost thirty years. Senator
Thomas Dodd, in an address before the United States Senate, praised the work of the
sisters, calling Good Samaritan Hospital “One of the few concrete manifestations of
racial good will in Selma,” and saying of the sisters, “They have been, until just a few
days ago, the only white group in Selma to take a stand on the civil rights
demonstrations.”78
The sisters described life in Selma as hard, sometimes frightening, and always
rewarding. They took on dirty and difficult jobs that many people would pass up. Sisters
for work in the southern missions had to come from up north because southern white
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women would not do the kind of labor the sisters were asked to do. Although the
Sisters of Saint Joseph experienced clarity in their spiritual roles, and received back tenfold what they gave, they also occupied a somewhat nebulous and frustrating position in
their church and in society. This situation both restricted and benefitted them at
different times.
Southern culture carved out a special niche for white women. They must be
treated delicately and with utmost respect, and they must be protected. But what to
make of these sisters? They were women, but they obscured their feminine form with
many layers of heavy cloth. They did not marry nor have children of their own. They
were white, but they interacted almost exclusively with black people. Selma society
referred to the Sisters of Saint Joseph as “black sisters” because of their assimilation
within the black community and the teaching sisters commented that the students,
particularly the younger ones, made offhand comments that failed to differentiate their
skin colors as different. This ambiguity helped the sisters step delicately around the
social prohibitions against white women having close contact with black men. The
sisters worked with black men, sometimes alone and in close quarters. If white women
acted this way, scandal would ensue. So, having a somewhat blurred racial identity
could be beneficial, but it made them uncomfortable as well. White people sometimes
treated the sisters rudely or with disdain, or ignored them all together, but even as they
remembered the discomfort, they as quickly pointed out that they never suffered the
same derision, discrimination, and violence their parishioners, patients and students did.
This was in part because the sisters also could be “white” when they needed to be, a
privilege that most African Americans could not claim.
53

Amy Koehlinger explores this ambiguity in “From Selma to Sisterhood.” She
compares women religious to African Americans in this era. “Simple and childlike”, they
must be protected from making decisions like voting or controlling their own finances.
They received little pay for the work they did, yet their work provided necessary support
to society. Black Americans did manual labor on farms, worked factory jobs and were
“the help.” Sisters ran Catholic hospitals and schools, and yet received no pay. The
similarities are clear, but there is a major difference: the sisters chose their roles. They
chose to be poor and to work in obscurity. They chose their own lowered “economic
ceiling.” 79 Black Americans did not choose these things. Society made that choice for
them. Sisters could “escape” the forces that held them locked in, while their black
friends and associates could not.
The Catholic Church placed the sisters in another nebulous role. Here, they
were clearly white and female, but they were not quite adults. The church treated them
like children incapable of running their own lives and addressing their physical and
spiritual needs. Most orders relied on a sponsoring parish to provide them with their
basic needs. The Sisters of Saint Joseph depended on the Edmundite Priests. This
made at least one sister uncomfortable. Sister Vincentine Broderick reported to
Reverend Mother Rose Miriam that the mission sisters received enough money from
donations to take care of all their needs, but that if she needed to access it she would
have to apply to Father Lambert for permission. “I am not in need at this present time.
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When that time comes, I shall dread asking him. I wish the Holy Spirit would inspire him
to make the donation freely and not on request.” 80
Carmen McEnroy echoes this when describing religious sister-observers at the
Second Vatican Council meetings. “Like children, they [the sisters] were expected to be
seen, not heard, although they were capable, qualified women, running a high
percentage of the world’s finest and most efficient educational, medical, and social
institutions.”81 At Vatican II sisters could not participate in the Commission of Perfectae
Caritas (Decree on the Adaptation and Renewal of Religious Life), which directly
affected their daily lives. Again and again, the Cardinal President of the commission
denied the sisters the right to sit in on the meeting. He finally sent a message to the
sisters that said, “Try again at Vatican III, or IV.”82
The sisters did not do any of this work for recognition or praise. Since they
received only subsistence wages, they certainly did not do it for the money. They
understood and accepted their roles and what they were called to do. Whether
historians label them as activists or not, they know, as Sister Josepha Twomey says,
“Everything we did was civil rights.”83 From the beginning, their focus was serving God
and others, and sharing dignity and compassion, things that the African American
community in Selma had seen little of from other white people.
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Martin Luther King said that telling a man to “lift himself up by the bootstraps”
was a maxim that “did not take into account the fact that he is barefoot.”84 Healthy
human self-worth demands both the opportunity for meaningful education and the
chance to earn a comfortable living. The Sisters of Saint Joseph offered opportunities
too long denied to black men and women in the segregated South. They offered health
care that addressed the root causes of illness: poverty and malnutrition. They provided
education and job opportunities with a chance for real advancement. Using these,
African Americans pulled themselves up to assume a place of pride in their community,
knowing that, as men and women, they shared in a human and holy divinity.
The Sisters of Saint Joseph didn’t march in March 1965, but for them, tending
the sick and wounded was one more step in the march they had been making since
1940. Many actions create change. Making change takes the willingness to challenge
viewpoints, make hard choices, and sometimes not do things you wish you could
because your job is located differently in the process. The sisters, in sharing dignity
with those around them, also bestowed it upon themselves. Amy Koehlinger argues
that the sisters were more changed by the movement than any change they may have
caused. I have no doubt the sisters changed; their far away stares and the pain still
reverberating in their voices make this obvious. But I also have no doubt that they
caused change, a mighty change that ripples forth from the places where they still serve
and do, “all of which a woman is capable,” and sometimes more.
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Chapter III

Activist Priest: Father James Groppi

“Suppose a brother or sister is without clothes and daily food. If one of you says
to them, ‘Go in peace; keep warm and well fed,’ but does nothing about their
physical needs, what good is it? In the same way, faith by itself, if it is not
accompanied by action, is dead.” James 2:15-17 (NAB)

On the evening of August 28, 1967, protesters led by Father James Groppi
marched across the longest bridge in Milwaukee, heads high, staring straight ahead in
in response to Milwaukee’s continued refusal to pass an open housing law. This bridge,
the Sixteenth Street viaduct, only covered about a mile in actual distance, but
metaphorically it stretched across an ever-widening gulf. The viaduct separated the
mostly white, suburban Southside from the city’s predominantly African American inner
core. Residents called the bridge, derisively, “the Mason-Dixon Line” or “the bridge
from Poland to Africa.”85 The protesters, mostly young African Americans from the inner
core, marched in peace, but the all-white onlookers did not wait in peace. They
screamed racial epithets, waved signs lettered with bloody threats to “Kill the Nigger
Priest” and hanged Father Groppi in effigy. Signs proclaimed, “The only good Groppi is
a Dead Groppi” while a mannequin in a priest’s robe and Roman collar turned slowly in
a noose. They threw bottles, rocks, and trash. They spit, insulted, and beat at the
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marchers, who marched on, eyes straight ahead, minds filled with powerfully mixed
emotions: fear, camaraderie, excitement, and a strong sense of righteousness coupled
with blessed relief when they spotted the viaduct at the end of the march.
The young men and women marched with and behind Father James Groppi, a
Roman Catholic priest who believed in the equality of all peoples. Each person, he felt,
was made in the image and likeness of God, and as a child of God deserved equity in
all things: representation, housing, employment and education. James Groppi served
God with a single-minded purpose: He wanted to lift the burden from African Americans
in his community. Although he didn’t care what others thought of him or his goal,
people did not shy away from expressing their feelings about him, the changes he ought
to be making, or the way he went about his work.
People loved James Groppi, or they hated him. He provoked judgement, threats
and castigation from all corners and the bulging files of angry letters in his archives
struggle to contain the rants and contentiousness. People sent anonymous notes and
letters insulting and threatening him. Some used crass, pornographic language (and
some pornographic images) to express their displeasure. They contained language not
used in polite conversation in the 1960s. One called him out as a “nigger loving
bastard”, “dog ass”, and a “disgrase [sic] to the Catholic people.”86 People wrote letters
threatening Father Groppi with harm, many letters. One, from a White Citizens’ Council
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member said, succinctly, “You will be killed before the Month is over. So take notice.
We are tired of you Asshole.”87
Though slightly less numerous, other files hold letters filled with praise and
gratitude. Letters thanking him balanced out the vitriol. Supporters thanked him for
showing them what “God’s work” ought to look like. Hank MacMurrough from a parish
in Boscobel, Wisconsin wrote, “Thank you for doing what I’m not doing. Please pray
that I and others like me find the way to stand up and be counted in these important
times.”88 Sisters De Lourdes and Sharon wrote to the youth council and Father Groppi,
“You have made real for us Christ’s words, ‘I have not come to bring peace, but the
sword,’ and have shown us it is not always easy.”89 Susan McCarthy, a high school
student, not from Saint Boniface, wrote, “this may seem ridiculous, but I want you to
know that you have made me proud to be an American Catholic.”90 Joseph Lukitsch, in
a letter to the Milwaukee Journal, expressed the hope that, “the attitude and action of
that one man will be accepted by God as reparation for the preposterous bigotry of
legions of white men.”91
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At the peak of the civil rights agitation that washed over the northern cities in the
late 1960s, Groppi was not just a radical priest, he was THE radical priest. In an article
titled “James Groppi: Radical Priest and Unpopular Hero” the author wrote, “To many
people he himself was the instigator of violence. In reality, he may have provided a way
for the African American Community to vent its anger peacefully. “ 92 The Boston Globe,
in an editorial entitled “An Evil Man” draws a picture of the activist priest.
He has been slugged, jeered, stoned, gassed, jailed, fined, burned out and
ostracized. A judge has called him ‘an evil man’. . . His continuous offense
against society is that he speaks and acts for the poor and the downtrodden. A
man of religion, he takes the Book seriously…Naturally a man who practices
what the Book preaches is bound to collide with the established order and to
suffer. Yet if he were to die today, his obituary would say he was a hero. 93

In his time, he was nearly as well-known and, some say as critical, as Dr. Martin
Luther King. John McGreevy in Parish Boundaries said Groppi, “became one of the
most recognized” civil rights activists, but he has slipped almost anonymously into the
pages of history.94 He has not been the subject of much scholarly attention despite his
notoriety in the Sixties, and most people outside the inner core of Milwaukee don’t
remember too much about him or understand why he did what he did. They might recall
the riots and civil unrest, but they don’t know much about this man who could work with
anyone, empathize with everyone and could get disparate people to work together for a
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common good. They don’t recognize or respect the importance of the influence he had
on the lives of young people with whom he interacted. But they do.
James Edmund Groppi was born in to an Italian-American family in an Irish
American neighborhood in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. He was the eleventh of twelve
children, ten who lived to adulthood. His first-generation Italian immigrant parents ran a
small grocery store. Money was tight and being Italian American was sometimes tough
Italian Americans suffered prejudice and discrimination. Particularly painful was the
treatment the Italian Americans received at the hands of the Church.
Because their neighborhood church was predominantly Irish, and because the
old Irish priest would not let the Italians worship there, an itinerant priest celebrated the
Mass in a local shoe store every week, speaking Italian to the worshippers. The priest of
Immaculate Conception also refused to admit children of the Italian immigrant families
to the parish school. It drove home the point that the Italian-Americas were lesser
because of their ethnicity. People revealed their prejudice in seemingly casual ways, as
well. They made jokes about the accent, the Italian mother, the Mafia, the “funny”
names. People called the slurs and stories “jokes,” but Groppi said they weren’t jokes
at all, but racism. This was, said Groppi, contemptuous humor, meant to degrade, stir
self-hatred and isolate the Italians. “Ethnic jokes are a particularly insidious form of
racism,” he wrote, “They grind stereotypes into our minds until we believe them and act
as if they were true.”95
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Groppi said his father, Gioncondo, “had a deep sense of the dignity of man. He
knew what prejudice was. He had been laughed at and gimmicked.”96 The young
James saw evidence of it every day in the way his father treated his customers. His
shop served people of all ethnicities, but most were Italian-American, some very recent
immigrants. The experience of many new immigrants was to look out for their fellow
countrymen and be wary of others. Sometimes they made other ethnicities the target of
rude jokes, but not in the Groppi’s store. Mr. Groppi explained that people treated
Italians the same way, and it wasn’t right to treat anyone that way. Once, Mr. Groppi
asked a customer to tone down the language to mind whom he might be offending. The
customer replied angrily that, as a customer, he could say whatever he wanted.
Groppi’s father suggested that maybe he would be more comfortable shopping
elsewhere. Father Groppi carried this memory into college and seminary and
internalized the message.97
Groppi described his neighborhood as a “white ghetto” and he understood
discrimination. However, he believed that “Blacks have suffered a thousand times more
and are still suffering today from terrifying discrimination.” Italian immigrants could
change their names, lose their accents, assimilate by dulling their bright culture, and
gain some small amount of acceptance, but blacks would always be “identifiable by skin
color.” They could never truly assimilate into a predominantly white society. And yet,
the Italian Americans who suffered so much at the hands of cultural bigots could not
seem to use those feelings to understand what the African Americans were going
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through. It used to be the Italians no one wanted moving into their neighborhoods, and
they turned that same racism on African Americans trying to make a life for their
families. It hurt him to find that the Italians with whom he grew up were among those
who threw stones and trash during the open housing marches. “We forget so easily,”
he lamented.” The Church people-clergy, religious and congregants-were part of that
“forgetting.”98
The Church before the 1960s concerned itself with the rites of the church and a
faith system in which each person worshipped, sinned, confessed and prayed as an
individual, not as part of the community. And everyone looked up to the priest as the
leader of the congregation and as the one who held the keys to heaven. In the very
traditional and conservative Catholic Church, the hierarchy and the congregants both
expected priests to act a certain way and follow certain rules. They vowed obedience,
chastity, and for some, poverty (most parish priests do not make this vow). They
celebrated Mass, visited the sick, celebrated the sacraments, and comforted the dying.
They heard confessions (and made them to confessor-priests) and assigned penances
(and received them). They dressed alike and, until the Second Vatican Council made
changes in the liturgy itself, all intoned the Mass in the same sing-song Latin. Their
congregations regarded them as serious, calm, strict, and traditional.
In the 1960s, because of changes in the Church due to the Second Vatican
Council, priests began to look and act differently and this changed the way the Church
interacted with the community. Priests literally, figuratively, and liturgically rolled up
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their sleeves and got to work in a different way. Now priests spoke the words of the
Mass in the local vernacular, invited laymen and women into the parish decision-making
process and onto the altar, priests turned to face the congregation, and the Church
called her people to address social justice issues. Father Groppi became a priest just
before all these sweeping changes, and his experiences growing up in a poor, ItalianAmerican family made him aware of the cruelties visited on those who were considered
“less than.”
In northern cities such as Milwaukee, the activism of 1964 through 1967 made
the Church aware of two things: The Church had serious divisions about its mission,
and the Church harbored racism (still).99 As Vatican II called Catholics to a greater
ecumenism and, and as the Church began to give its members real guidance in the sins
of racism and failure to love one’s brother, both the laity and the clergy became
exposed to racism in various forms. Patrick Jones, the author of “Not a color, an
Attitude,” writes that “We are just now beginning to appreciate the complex role of the
Catholic civil rights activists throughout the urban North, an important dynamic
considering the large proportion of Catholics throughout the region.”100 The confluence
of the burgeoning civil rights movement with Vatican II changed ideas about what
Church, and by extension priests, could do in and for their community.
James Groppi surprised some in his neighborhood when he left for the seminary
because he did not look the part. He captained the basketball team, made good
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grades, and was popular with both sexes. His neighbors thought his brother would be
the priest in the family. “They thought I was too wild, “he wrote, “They were used to
seeing me and my group of friends doing juvenile things.” He thought people had a
picture in their mind of a “frail, pietistic boy who always knew he was headed for the
seminary.” He was certain that people who spent as much time on the streets as he
had was not the model for a future priest. Few people saw past his “juvenile behavior”
and popularity and understood his deep desire to be useful, to serve. “As an old man, I
wanted to look back and say that I had served.” He knew that loving people as Jesus
did risked isolation and maybe even retribution, but he was not afraid. He understood
from early on that it did not matter what risks he took faith. “Belief in the Eucharist had
a liberating effect on my life. It no longer mattered what happened to me. I had
Christ.”101 Jesus loved radically, and so would he.
The Jesus Groppi served called out, “Suffer the little children to come unto me,”
and Groppi took that message to heart. He loved children and worked at a summer
camp for African American kids every summer of his seminary years, giving up a job in
construction that would have made finances easier at home. He says the children
taught him about love and generosity of spirit. They untied all the knots of racism that
the “racist, sick society”102 had tied in him while growing up in a mostly white, immigrant
neighborhood.
He decided his place was with the marginalized with, and whatever he needed to
do to serve them is what he would do. In this he had a role model: Jesus himself know
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that shaking up society would cause unrest and unease, but he knew it was necessary.
The Bible says Jesus “came not to bring peace, but the sword,” and so Groppi took up
the sword, understanding and ignoring the risks.103 Later, Prentice McKinney said of
him, “Grop, to me, was a man who was not afraid to die for what he believed in. You’re
gonna live for what you believe in or die for what you believe in.” 104
Some of the media and his detractors thought him angry (and some called him
the “angry little marching priest”105) but the people who got to know him disagreed. The
man who existed away from the protests and crowds was lovable, funny, and often lighthearted. An article in Ebony Magazine said of him, “He is an exceptionally gentle man
who delights in talking to children. And they are comfortable with him. He smiles easily.
But he rails against racism.”106 His widow, Margaret “Peggy” Rozga, remembered his
laughter, and his joy at being surrounded by people. He was a “happy, well-adjusted,
friendly person who had a sense of purpose in life. There was that anger; there was
that outrage about the ability of people to ignore the needs of others. Yeah, that
angered him, but I wouldn’t call him an angry person; it’s not intrinsic to his nature to be
that way.”107
Seminary, which was supposed to prepare him for doing God’s work confused
and disappointed him. Groppi wrote in an autobiographical essay that the seminary did
not give him the education that he needed to create the change the Church said it
wanted. He likened his time in seminary to being in prison. They shared much in
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common: the small rooms, the isolation, the powerlessness and the lack of agency.
Someone told both the prisoner and the seminarian when to work, when to eat, when to
sleep. Seminary reinforced the traditions, doctrine and dogma of the Church, it shared
knowledge of the power they would wield as priests, and it inculcated in the seminarians
a desire to work with Christ’s most humble children, but it did so without training them to
be successful. The one thing Seminary did right, according to Groppi, was it gave him
the opportunity to serve. It gave him the opportunity to work with the black community,
where he found great joy, despite the pain and anger at the abuse he witnessed them
suffering. But, Groppi says, the Seminary, and the seminarians themselves
perpetuated the suffering of the black community instead of helping to eradicate it.
There he expected to find understanding and love, instead he found he found narrow
mindedness and racism.
The seminary, Groppi said, was “filled with racism. Every time I heard one of their
‘nigger jokes’ I wanted to vomit.”108 He recoiled when fellow seminarians performed a
show in blackface for prospective priests and almost quit. He vented his rage and
disgust to a mentor priest who calmed Groppi down. Groppi stayed at the seminary but
never lost the bitterness both about the racism itself and his superiors of who did little, if
anything, to discourage it. He decided then to fight against it. He would later say that
his experience in the seminary had two sides. One showed him “opportunities” the
priesthood offered him. The other made him question the “commitment the Church
asks of its priests.”109 He struggled to understand what the church required of its priests
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and how the training they received made them better able to bring Christ’s love to a
hurting world.
After his ordination, the Church assigned Father Groppi to the very white,
comfortably upper middle-class parish of St. Veronica’s in suburban Milwaukee. The
parishioners liked him, and he said they were good people. Most importantly, he
respected and admired his pastor who became something of a role model. Father
Gordon Johnson was, “really a magnificent man. He was honest, knew what was
important and never let himself get wrapped up in nonsense.” He told the story of the
diocese calling to send a student teacher to St. Veronica’s. The sister at the diocese
said they wanted to be sure Father Johnson knew she was black. His reaction was
swift and honest. “What the hell do I care? She is a nun, isn’t she?”110 Groppi knew
where his pastor stood and the level of support he would give the newly minted priest,
but Groppi came to understand not all priests would stand behind him. Carl Diederichs
a fellow priest said that Groppi became, “the lightning rod for a lot of hatred, a lot of
hatred from priests too. I mean around this, those priests were just as racist as their
parents or siblings or anybody else, unfortunately.”111
And the nice, good parishioners of St. Veronica’s “had prejudices.” Groppi tried
to broaden their minds with his sermons about civil rights, but he got calls “asking why I
was preaching on ‘the niggers,’” He said they really didn’t want to delve too deeply into
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the true meaning of Jesus’ Gospels. Things took an ugly turn when Groppi began to
speak out in support of open housing in 1963. He recalled that residents of the
neighborhood met to discuss ways to stop the building “of what they called an
‘undesirable housing unit.’” They didn’t want public housing, he told the pastor,
“because they are trying to keep Blacks out.” Father Johnson told him to take care of it.
So, he did. 112
He called a meeting and listened to the St. Veronica parishioners, “talk a lot of
nonsense” for three hours, and list 48 reasons why the city should not build public
housing, none of them every mentioning their true fear: that African Americans would
move into their neighborhood. Finally, someone, a man Groppi referred to as “one
honest racist,”113 poked the elephant in the room and asked about the likelihood that
open housing would mean blacks would move to their streets. The alderman said it was
likely. This was not the right answer and the crowd erupted. Groppi shut down the
meeting and preached on interracial justice for the next ten Sundays. He felt they
should know for sure where he stood on the subject.
In an attempt at punishment, the powers that be removed Groppi from St.
Veronica’s and transferred him to St. Boniface, a parish in Milwaukee’s inner core. He
did not feel punished. Instead, he felt the Church had finally put him where he wanted to
be and with those he believed he belonged. He understood the subtle racism implied,
though. “It was the prejudice of the Whites not the needs of blacks that got me into the
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Black community. What do you do with a priest that is preaching an end to racism?
You send him to a place where the people want to hear it.”114 In his role as assistant
pastor, he said Mass, celebrated the sacraments, taught Catechism and spent time
walking the neighborhood getting to know the people. He began to understand that
winning hearts for conversion was not going to happen until he won minds, and filled
bellies. His new flock had more pressing needs than adding their names to the rolls of
the Catholic Church.
After Vatican II, the Catholic Church began to move away from what some
people called “showy” Catholicism: community-wide Marian parades and celebrations,
endless rosaries, and the Latin Mass, and toward a more conversational, interactive
Mass experience. This mirrored the move in society to more social interaction and
reform protests, but the change made many Catholics uncomfortable and unhappy.
They loved the celebrations and took pride in the traditions. Now, they were supposed
to give all this up and share their parish with black people? It was too much.
They made a fair point. Some bigoted priests twisted the gospel message and
threw up roadblocks to keep out black parishioners and students. For example, one
priest, pastor of the Polish Saint Jestahova Church, only allowed kids whose families
spoke Polish to register at the school. This effectively kept the parish lily white. Groppi
felt that the Church had not prepared its people to fight racism. The Church, he said,
had “treated the problem by avoiding it.” The young people he felt could be changed
because their prejudice resulted from ignorance, and education could transform that.
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Their parents were maybe too ingrained with tradition and comfortable to seek change.
“Some church-going people want the ritualism and nothing more. This is true of all
institutional Churches.”115 Those who were stuck in the past wanted to know why things
had to change all the sudden. The Church had been the same for 2000 years, why
should it change overnight?
They wanted to know how priests and nuns who lived in community or in parishprovided homes would feel if they had to live with Negroes. They felt they had been
deceived. Where had this new ecumenicalism come from, why were we just now
hearing about these social ills from the pulpit? Suddenly their “neighbor” was not some
Samaritan plucked from the Bible, but black families in their own town. They turned to
the Bible for answers. They quoted Bible stories, but not the ones of mercy, love, and
compassion. They acted like Prodigal Sons, betrayed by their fathers. They had done
what they were told and then got to watch as someone else was feted. They had
struggled and scrimped and paid for the parish buildings and missions and now they
were supposed to share them or give them away to poor brown people who had no
stake in the place?116 John McGreevy, in “Racial Justice and the People of God,”
writes that white Catholics typically worried more about their home values and their
pristine neighborhoods than they did this new wave of social justice, and even more
than their “brother,” the ones Jesus referenced in the Bible, “Truly I tell you, whatever
you did to one of the least of these brothers and sisters of mine, you did for me.” 117
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Groppi said of these Catholics, that he had “some serious questions about parishes
being relevant to the needs of modern man.” He felt that parishes too often offered
parishioners rituals instead of opportunities to be Christ-like. 118
Groppi acknowledged the racism in his own church that others saw and pointed
out. Edward Percival, a member of the Fraternal Order of the Eagles wrote to complain
about the clergy marching against “secular institutions” when for years it had practiced
segregation in Catholic Schools.119 Carl Diederichs said some priests felt Groppi should
not talk about poor people so much, which Diederichs felt was ridiculous. “But what
was the emphasis Jesus placed on the poor, on the powerless, on those hurting? You
know, you would be nullifying the whole scripture if you didn’t [talk about the poor] . . .
when the pain is gone-we can talk about anything you want. But while the pain is there
you can’t do that, I don’t think.”120 Peggy Rozga, Groppi’s widow, pinpoints the time she
felt that Groppi became disillusioned—not so much with the church as with its officers.
It was a fatal collision between his Church and his passion for civil rights.
In 1965, the civil rights movement founded Freedom Schools, with classes in
black history, the Constitution, and government to help African American students learn
their heritage and become part of the process for change. Many churches opened their
doors to the students and Groppi assumed his would too. His archbishop, Reverend
William Cousins, had supported Groppi in his work and it never occurred to him that this
would be an issue. When he had to be away temporarily, Cousins left no word on the
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subject and an auxiliary Bishop informed Groppi the morning of the first day that under
his watch no church would host a Freedom School and neither did he feel that any
priests should get involved in the movement. Groppi stared him down to no avail, then
pivoted on his heel and walked the students to a nearby African American church.
Rozga says that Groppi felt betrayed. She said he know then that he would always do
what he knew was right and not follow the dictates of the Church if he felt it was wrong.
Groppi believed in a loving God and he felt that since we are all God’s children,
he believed he (and so should everyone) was called to love all God’s children. When
Jesus said, “Do you think I have come to bring peace to the earth? No, I tell you, but
division.”121 He meant that loving the way we are called to love was going to be difficult
and would cause division, and Groppi understood that. The Bible didn’t say love those
people who are just like you, look like you, think like you, worship like you and have
your same political and cultural values. It said “love your neighbor.” To work with
people who are ostracized,” he said, “one must also become hated.”122 This movement
could strip him of everything, but he still felt he had nothing to lose. Involvement in
anything like this was a risk, all good activism is, but this was more than just marching
for a cause. This was deeply held conviction reinforced by listening to Martin Luther
King speak and by a long walk over a bridge in Selma, and it was mirrored in the
teachings of Vatican II.
In our times a special obligation binds us to make ourselves the neighbor of
every person without exception and of actively helping him when he comes
across our path, whether he be an old person abandoned by all, a foreign laborer
unjustly looked down upon, a refugee, a child born of an unlawful union and
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wrongly suffering for a sin he did not commit, or a hungry person who disturbs
our conscience by recalling the voice of the Lord, "As long as you did it for one of
these the least of my brethren, you did it for me" (Matt. 25:40).123
His trip to Selma didn’t radicalize Groppi because he was radical before he left,
but after Selma he returned to Milwaukee on fire and ready to truly engage in the
struggle. He saw so much hypocrisy and people going through the motions. “To me,
people who call themselves Christians and aren’t concerned with brotherhood and
justice perform the sacrificial rites as ecclesiastical gymnastics.”124 He joined MUSIC
(Milwaukee United School Integration Committee) to protest de facto school segregation
and challenged the city on the way it handled busing students from black majority
schools to white majority schools. He began to understand the process of and the
need for protest as a political tool, but protest for fair housing and better schools was
not enough. There were other, more personal issues the black community was
struggling with and he wanted to try to address those.
Groppi involved himself in his community and its problems. St. Boniface Church
soon became a meeting place for young black men and women in the area. They grew
to love and trust Groppi and they knew they could count on him if they ran into trouble.
This church, emptied by white flight, became a place for children to learn their culture,
their history, and their worth. Groppi believed in “Black is beautiful” as more than a
slogan. It was the backbone of a movement that Groppi felt offered social, economic
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and educational equality for African Americans. “Black is beautiful” also reinforced what
the Second Vatican Council said about race and relationships among people. The
Papal Encyclical, Gaudium et Spes, explains the divine origin of each person, the
inerrant respect due to them, and how specifically we are required to treat them as part
of our Christian responsibility.
Sacred Scripture, however, teaches us that the love of God cannot be separated
from love of neighbor: "If there is any other commandment, it is summed up in
this saying: Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself....”
Since all men possess a rational soul and are created in God's likeness, since
they have the same nature and origin, have been redeemed by Christ and enjoy
the same divine calling and destiny, the basic equality of all must receive
increasingly greater recognition.
Therefore, there must be made available to all men everything necessary for
leading a life truly human, such as food, clothing, and shelter; the right to choose
a state of life freely and to found a family, the right to education, to employment
to a good reputation, to respect, to appropriate information, to activity in accord
with the upright norm of one's own conscience, to protection of privacy and
rightful freedom even in matters religious.125
These exhortations make clear that each of us holds a spark of the divine, and to
deny to the black community what you give so happily to the white community is a sin,
and a crime against human dignity. In the Catholic Church, a sin “is an offense against
reason, truth, and right conscience; it is failure in genuine love for God and neighbor
caused by a perverse attachment to certain goods. It wounds the nature of man and
injures human solidarity.”126 Racism itself was a sin and Groppi saw it expressed by
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members of his own church, both lay people and the clergy. He more specifically called
racism a social sin. According to the official definition, the Catechist agrees with him.
Thus, sin makes men accomplices of one another and causes concupiscence,
violence, and injustice to reign among them. Sins give rise to social situations
and institutions that are contrary to the divine goodness. ‘Structures of sin’ are
the expression and effect of personal sins. They led their victims to do evil in their
turn. In an analogous sense, they constitute a "social sin."127
He recalled with bitterness a priest who used the example of a black woman with four
kids from four fathers as an example of why desegregation wouldn’t work. Still angry,
Groppi explained his reaction this way:
I imagine all the priests in that circle had a good laugh about the woman with four
sons and no husband. Laugh yourself into hell. I know that in the eyes of God
she is more beautiful than every priest in that sewing circle. You see, her
problem is circumstantial, but yours is hypocrisy. She is the victim of a sick and
racist society. Your sin is pride.128
At St. Boniface, Father Groppi got more enmeshed in the civil rights movement.
In 1965 he accepted the role as a mentor to an NAACP youth group at the church. He
joined marches and spoke out on fair housing and then he and his St. Boniface youth
group began to picket the homes of members of the Fraternal Order of the Eagles
(FOE), a private and all white organization. The exclusivity did not really bother Groppi,
it was the power of life and death that the white members had over the members of the
black community. Many local judges were members of the FOE, as were many other
professionals in the community. Groppi felt that African Americans could not get a fair
trial in a courthouse presided over by a member of a group which did not allow black
members, and he wanted the judges to quit the group. He and the youth council
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picketed the home of a judge to try to get him to give up his membership. They chose
the most liberal of the judges, hoping it would be easy to flip him and gain some
momentum, but they did not count on the judge’s resolve. All the members stayed in the
FOE, saying it would do more good for society if they remained in the club so they could
change things from the inside. Patrick Jones wrote that there were civil rights advocates
(liberal ones, even) who “questioned the wisdom of challenging the Eagles’ policy when
more pressing issues, such as employment and housing, remained on the table.”

129The

FOE remained an all-white, old-boys’ club and Groppi had used up one of his political
lives.
The picketing did not change the makeup of the FOE, but it did prove the youth
council’s resolve to act on important matters. It also made the youth council and Groppi
question whether the Milwaukee police force could or would protect them from white
counter protesters and the more and more frequent threatening letters. In response,
Groppi formed the Commandos, a name which gave a paramilitary slant to all the
groups’ activities. The macho swagger added to the Commandos’ sense of pride, but it
also distracted people from seeing all that Groppi, using the burgeoning Black Power
Movement as a guide, tried to do for the young men in the youth council.
The black response to the unrest showed as violence, Peniel Joseph said in his
reexamination of the Black Power movement. He contended that the accepted narrative
was that Black Power destroyed the 1960s civil rights movement
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with its destructive reach poisoning the New Left’s innocence, corrupting a
generation of black activists, and steering the civil rights movement off course in
a matter that reinforced racial segregation by allowing politicians an easily
defined and frightening scapegoat.130

Joseph studied the Black Power Movement from the bottom up, rather than through the
lens of the men who led it, as he felt it people had chosen to study it in the past. He
wanted to show how average black Americans used the movement to make their lives
better. Past historians had focused on the violence of the movement, rather than on
other aspects. Joseph called the movement an “uncompromising quest for social,
political, and cultural transformation” which brought about wide societal changes. For
instance, because of Black Power, colleges made changes in curriculum to better
represent black history and culture in mainstream courses. Joseph also pointed to the
burgeoning use of political power employed by African Americans in trying to elect more
black leaders in northern cities. In recognition of the political demands and in response
the unique economic and education needs of the African American communities, the
legislative branch of the federal government formed the Congressional Black Caucus
that would serve as a watchdog group on issues important to African Americans.131
Prentice McKinney talked about this as one of the ways in which Father Groppi used
this broader interpretation of Black Power to change the members of the youth council’s
lives.
With him being a Catholic priest and all that represented, people of good
conscience could come and mobilize behind him. Well, how diverse was
that group: Jewish people, white people, college educated, central city
130
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people, all coming together. Well, now you’re exposed to so many kinds
of lifestyles, made so many kinds of friends. You’d have never known
these people and these people went on to impact us for the rest of our
lives.”132
In Groppi’s plan the Commandos served two purposes and fulfilled two roles,
protection for the protests and a leadership role for the youth council. Clearly, he felt
that the youth council needed protection, but for Groppi, the long-term future of the
young men concerned him more. What would these young men do after high school?
Groppi believed that in addition to marching for rights that had been too long denied to
them, civil rights engagement could be a tool for building black youths’ leadership
abilities, and for increasing their pride in their own abilities. According to Patrick Jones,
who wrote about Father Groppi’s role in the Black Power movement in Milwaukee, it
also served to “provide inner city youth with a constructive outlet for their boredom,
frustration and anger.” 133 The masculine, militant commando organization, some said,
placed young black men back into a position of protection over their families and
community. It was vital to reestablish this role that had diminished as African American
communities fell into disrepair, but others disagreed. Groppi called them “freedom
fighters who worked for rights wrongly denied by their own government.”134 In this he
seemed to have the backing of the Church. Each man, it said in “Gaudium et Spes,”
should respect the authority of his government, if that government is doing the right
thing by its citizens. If it wasn’t working for the good of a group of people, one had the
right to work outside the man-made laws and within the natural laws given by God.
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Groppi and the council agreed on rules for the Commandos. There were things
that mattered: commitment to the group and the cause, no drinking, no violence, and no
arrests (except because of marching); and things that did not matter: home address,
educational record, membership in the Church, arrest record before joining, ability to
pay dues, and the color of one’s skin. They were an integrated group, and though they
would take some heat about that from national groups, they wanted it that way.
The Commandos protected the marchers and they kept an eye on the Freedom
House and Father Groppi. In keeping with the ideals of the civil rights movement, they
practiced “not-violence,” McKinney said. But the movement showed signs of schism
and the Commandos leaned more toward Stokely Carmichael than Martin Luther King,
Jr. So, the commandos were “not ‘nonviolent,” McKinney said, “We were not-violent.”135
Their choice to be not-violent would last until the other side chose to be violent, and
since counter protesters often chose violence, this was a major distinction. Added to
the fears of violence were frustrations about the problems facing African Americans in
the inner core. The city could not or would not do anything about the lack of affordable,
available housing in the inner core where overcrowding exacerbated already poor living
conditions. Milwaukee needed an open housing bill and Groppi and his youth council
decided to march until the city council and the mayor made it happen.
In April 1968, Councilwoman Vel Phillips argued, again, for an open housing bill
that would allow the all Milwaukee’s citizens the right to buy or rent a home wherever
they wanted to live. Milwaukee’s African American citizens had no such rights at this
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time. The Inner Core covered 5.5 square blocks and contained almost one hundred
percent of the city’s African American population. Time magazine called the housing
“decrepit” and reported that unemployment was, “more than twice as high as in
historically German and Polish districts that surround it.”136 Henry W. Maier, the
Democratic mayor of Milwaukee, opposed an open housing the bill because he feared
full-scale white flight from the city center which he believed would erode the city’s tax
base and he said, would hurt all the city’s residents, black and white. Eight times Vel
introduced a fair housing bill in council. Eight times it ended 18-1 against as she cast
the lone “aye.” Groppi and the youth council approached Vel Phillips and offered their
support. She accepted, and the Saint Boniface crew marched for 200 days straight.
She even marched with them on occasion. Time referred to her as a “pretty negro” but
she was much more than pretty.137 The first woman and the first African American on
the City Council, she said there were people who believed that someone in her position
should not march with the protesters. But Phillips just shrugged. “I don’t give a damn
that they thought.”138
On one of the marches, as they crossed the 16th Street Bridge to Kosciuszko
Park, the 200 marchers were suddenly rushed by a mob of white counter protesters,
numbering at least 1000; this was a “riot by any definition.” The Police asked Groppi to
turn his marchers back. Groppi refused. “We’ll stay here until the National Guard
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comes and we can march like free American citizens.”139 Those 200 days drew both
support and ire on a national and local level.
Time Magazine reported, “Groppi leaped in to the issue like an avenging angel,”
or a devil, according to white supremacists. U.S. Representative Clement J. Zablocki
(Democrat and Catholic) suggested that over the course of the marches, “Much of the
city has become not so much anti-negro as anti-Groppi.” Time also laid much of the
blame for the unrest at Groppi’s feet, writing that Negros’ “legitimate complaints” might
have been addressed but, “they were not, in large part because a white Catholic priest
insisted on militancy rather than mediation.” They opined that not much would change
[in race relations] “until either Father Groppi cools down or the city’s white majority show
more sympathy to the complaints of its negro neighbors.”140 Few of the mainstream
media or the politicians seemed to believe, as Groppi did (and would later reiterate
before a government committee), that this was primarily a white problem and that if the
white citizens could just get over their racism and prejudice, productive change would
ensue.
This march into the white neighborhoods catalyzed local opinion against him and
the burgeoning movement. Mrs. Eleanor Wendorf wrote him admonishing, “Christ
always had compassion for the needy. Though knowing him from the bible [sic] I doubt
whether he would have involved himself in any scandalous conduct. Especially such as
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took place at Selma!”141 A front page editorial in the Milwaukee Sentinel called for
Archbishop Cousins to punish Groppi to prevent him from “fanning the flames of hate
and violence in a horrible perversion of Christ’s teachings.”142
Groppi, characteristically, disagreed. “Someday Christ is going to appear before
the aldermen in black skin and He is going to say, ‘I needed a home and you would not
let me in. Burn in Hell.’”143 Angry letter writers spat hate at the youth council and
Father Groppi. Some promised violence on Groppi, others threatened his family, and
some targeted the Freedom House. Someone bombed the Milwaukee NAACP office
and the Commandos asked permission to keep a gun in the Freedom House for
protection. This caused an uproar. Many Milwaukeeans trembled at the thought of
young black men with access to a gun, and quailed at the idea that they would get
access from the hands of a Catholic priest. Groppi said if the Commandos had been a
white organization that was threatened by black people, no one would question the gun
at all. Archbishop Cousins said if the gun was acquired legally and was registered (it
was), that it was Groppi’s right to protect himself and his home. The police had begun
to follow Groppi and track his movements, much as the Selma march organizers had
been followed and photographed. Anonymous people continued to make threats, and
they mentioned Groppi’s parents by name. One letter writer offered up that he knew the
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parents’ address. Peggy Rozga recalled that Father Groppi’s parents didn’t seem upset
about the furor around their son. Groppi’s mother, when asked what her son did for a
living said, “Well, you know James, he helps poor people. He ought to rest a little bit.” 144
Many Catholics believed that a priest should stick to being a priest and leave
politics alone; doing “God’s work,” not picketing members of the Fraternal Order of the
Eagles or leading black youths into white neighborhoods where they were not welcome.
This stirred up trouble and didn’t sit well with Milwaukee’s Catholics. Others disagreed
just as passionately. They donated food and money to the cause of racial justice and
joined in the marches. Again, the Pope, in his 1965 encyclical on the struggles of man
in the modern world seemed to side with those in support of Groppi.
Christ, to be sure, gave His Church no proper mission in the political, economic
or social order. The purpose which He set before her is a religious one . . . As a
matter of fact, when circumstances of time and place produce the need, she can
and indeed should initiate activities on behalf of all men, especially those
designed for the needy, such as the works of mercy and similar undertakings. 145
Confusion over this seemingly new focus on the needs of the marginalized in our own
communities echoed the confusion over the role of the Church in the larger world. What
was it Church’s role? Spiritual only, or temporal as well?
Gaudium et Spes says that the Church and its people have an economic and
political responsibility to those who are powerless. Taken to the extreme, this belief led
to the notion of liberation theology, the idea that political liberation mirrored religious
salvation, which caused factions for and against to rise in the Church. People had
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enough problems believing that non-white Americans should share the same rights as
white Americans without adding the world’s non-white population to the mix. This also
raised questions of whose rules should be acted on, those of the state or those of the
Church? Accepting re-interpreted theology and Church doctrine was one thing, but
when politics interfered with traditions and customs, things were best left as they had
always been.
Some of Groppi’s congregants called on Milwaukee’s Archbishop Cousins to rein
Groppi in. Paul Moynihan, a Catholic civic leader, met with the Archbishop to ask him to
“limit” Groppi’s civil rights activities. Cousins refused. Although he did not agree with
Groppi’s methods, he did agree with his fight. Instead of cutting off Groppi’s activities,
Cousins asked “public officials, businessmen, citizens, and religious and civic
organizations to work together for immediate action on the causes of unrest in the
community.”146

Groppi and his Archbishop agreed on the need for outside organizations to get
involved in finding solutions, especially white organizations. When called to speak
before the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders, often called the Kerner
Commission, to give his views on the problems in urban areas, he admitted that he
grew weary of saying time and again what the problem was. He believed that societal
issues caused the problems in majority African American neighborhoods. Racism, substandard educational facilities, and lack of job opportunities caused the social ills that
plagued these areas. “I wonder if we are not studying the wrong people in the wrong
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place.” He said African Americans continually deal with “nothing more that the effects of
the white man’s problem.”147 And being the mentor and pastor of a black parish, so
deeply involved in the movement, he began to generate the same heat that black
activists did.
He quickly grew frustrated by the constant attention to his daily activities, but
many Milwaukeeans felt no sympathy. They felt he had sought out the attention and
now he would just have to deal with it, no matter how much of an invasion of his privacy
it was. They also believed that he involved himself in the movement out of a desire for
notoriety. He worked non-stop and seemed to be a constant focus of news reports, and
some people saw that as further proof of his desire to be in the limelight. He accepted
the notoriety both an end product and a necessary part of his mission, but it began to
wear on him.
The police guarded the Freedom House, but it became obvious that they were
not there to protect the building or the occupants. They staked out the house and
watched for illegal activities they fully expected to see. They parked nearby and
photographed the occupants and visitors. They followed the Commandos, picking them
up for small crimes like littering, jaywalking or using profanity on the streets. The police
tailed Groppi to all his activities: church, meetings, and even to visit his family. Police
began “constant surveillance” and the chief of police told the beat cops not to wear
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badges, so no one could identify them if anyone chose to file claims of police
brutality.148
Still, for all the ignorance, some in the white community began to take notice of
increasing police violence toward men and women of color. Mike Stroud in The Daily
Cardinal (the student newspaper of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)
acknowledged the problem and condemned the “casual cruelty” that makes a man club
at or kick a fellow human. “This is brutality, and it is a part of America.”149 Nicole Lewis
argues that police brutality is part of the cause of riots, not the result of them. She
quoted the Kerner Commission report, “the police are not merely a spark factor. To
some negros police have come to symbolize white power, white racism, and white
repression.”150
As the violence escalated, the mayor issued a temporary (30 day) ban on
marching. It was, he said, necessary to protect the marchers. Groppi said the city
enacted the ban to keep black marchers out of white neighborhoods and he decided to
test the ban, and along with Vel Phillips, he got arrested. This prompted a later arrest
on charges of obscenity. He told the listening crowd the way he had been treated by
the police and what he had heard. A county judge signed a warrant for Father Groppi,
requiring that he stand trial for using an obscenity in public. Groppi responded to the
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complaint that the police had called him a “motherfucker“ and Groppi argued that he
was just repeating what he had been called. This was the second run in with the
censor. On television on November or 1967, Groppi described one of his arrests.
“When I was arrested you know, I was placed in the wagon and called a ‘------ white
nigger.’” The newspaper reported he had “used an obscene word for intercourse and
that he had also repeated police shouts of “Shoot those dirty niggers. Kill the dirty
bastards.”151
In defiance of the ban on marching and large gatherings, the youth council
congregated around the Freedom House and at Saint Boniface. There, they could
gather freely if they remained on the sidewalk. When one stepped off, purposely or on
accident, the police arrested him. At one point in the evening, the crowd scattered. Vel
Phillips ran at first, then stopped. She looked around at the chaos and called out, “What
the hell is going on? This is absolutely unbelievable!”152 She was not immune to
threats of arrest or violence, and neither was Father Groppi. They were both taken in,
along with at least a hundred others. While on the way to jail, police fired an incendiary
tear gas canister into the Freedom House. Groppi and others allege that police kept the
fire department away from the scene until the house was in ashes.153
Maier eventually relented and lifted the ban on marching, and the marches to the
south side resumed. Across the country, Groppi’s carillon call brought people to march.
It was like Selma, but every weekend. The youth council welcomed anyone who
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wanted to march, and every march attracted thousands. One commando, when asked
about the diversity of the marchers responded, “This movement is black and white. It
contains people of all colors…. We do not turn away anyone who is willing to work and
sacrifice to bring it (justice) into existence.”154 Celebrities and common folk marched
and the youth council fed them. The parish faithful passed out tee shirts and accepted
donations of food and money on behalf of the church. Activists in other cities such as
Louisville, Kentucky asked Groppi to bring his council and commandos and come and
march, but Groppi never felt that the marches in those cities lived up to the expectations
raised by his council’s own marches in Milwaukee.
Nationally the media spoke out against the rioting and marching, but believed
these actions, destructive as they might be, indicated that something really needed to
be done to address racial ills. Archbishop Cousins said of Groppi and other clergy and
religious,
They are not the cause of unrest. They are not responsible for existing
conditions. If they were to withdraw completely from the scene, our minority and
racial problems would still be with us. A swinging red light at a railroad crossing
doesn't create the danger; it simply calls attention to it.155
Other civil rights activists saw the violence as an “inevitable, if regrettable result of
mounting frustration and anger in the face of chronic inequality and half-hearted official
action.”156 Father Gene Bleidorn, Father Groppi’s immediate supervisor at Saint
Boniface said of Groppi, “There’s probably a growing minority that does not like it the
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way it is. We think Milwaukee and American can and must rise to better itself, or we will
die.”157 The New York Times printed a story about the National Catholic Conference for
Interracial Justice that showed many Catholics agreed with Father Groppi’s position.
The NCCIJ stated their position that read, in part,
There’s a crying need for the church, particularly that part of the church which
serves white suburban laity, to call for a candid recognition of the fact that the
basic cause of these riots which have afflicted so many communities-and which
doubtless will affect man more-stem from poverty and a lack of opportunity for
the poor.” 158
Other church leaders began to speak out in support of Groppi’s efforts.
Milwaukee’s auxiliary Bishop James P. Shannon wrote in his weekly column in the
Catholic Bulletin that Groppi’s bond with his parishioners is “the ideal” that all priests
should work toward. “He is their priest. They are his people. And if his voice be silent,
who will speak for them?”159
On September 21, 1967, Father Groppi spoke before President Lyndon B.
Johnson’s National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (commonly called the
Kerner Commission) whose role was to investigate the racial unrest in urban areas.
Groppi told the unvarnished truth as he understood it. He calmly addressed the
commission, speaking to them in a collegial way, outlining the studies that had
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addressed the problems with segregation, and how that was caused in part by limited
housing in areas outside the inner core. He pointed out, “I think all of us here will agree
it’s the intolerable conditions in which the black man is submitted to living in the
community, in the inner core communities. It is just unbelievable, the living conditions,
the housing conditions, the third-rate education, improper medical attention, the thirdrate school system to which a child must go.”160
According to Father Groppi, Milwaukee bused black children to all-white schools
where they were segregated in the classroom, the lunchroom, and during recess.
Sometimes they rode the buses back to their neighborhood schools for lunch, wasting
precious hours of school time. He quoted Dr. Kenneth Clark that this was
“psychological brutality” in that it continually eroded their sense of worth. He also
explained his acceptance for the movement away from non-violence. The people
segregated in inner cities were “angry and they are frustrated because we have not
gotten any results.” He believed and reiterated to the commission that when all “ordinary
procedures for the attainment of one’s rights” have been exhausted and they are still
oppressed, “morally I have no problem whatsoever in that oppressed group resorting to
violence.” He felt that riots and violence, could sometimes be the best option for people
who had no other options, because African Americans felt the government and the
police were not there to help them.161
The Kerner Commission, set up to examine the cause of riots and other violence
in inner cities, recommended that government first address the social issues caused by
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poverty and segregation: unemployment, inferior educational, inadequate medical care,
lack of real opportunity and hopelessness. The authors believed that American “is
moving toward two societies, one black and one white--separate and unequal.”162
Professor Nicole Lewis writes in her reexamination of the Kerner Commission that
President Johnson ignored the report and disregarded the council’s recommendation
and instead chose to appease white voters by instigating stricter police enforcement of
crime and by arming the police like soldiers. This escalation further divided the white
and black communities. On April 4, 1968, James Earl Ray assassinated Martin Luther
King in Memphis, and riots broke out in 100 cities, including Chicago, Washington D.C.
and Baltimore. Milwaukee was not one of those. Father Groppi led memorial services
in which hundreds participated. He preached to those present that “We must ask
ourselves to do what he would want us to do. We must be nonviolent in his
honor."163 Others in the city preached other, less peaceful responses. Facing the
inevitable, and scared of continued unrest, Mayor Maier, on April 11, 1968 signed the
Fair Housing Act that Phillips and Groppi had been agitating for.
Two years later, Reverend Kenneth Stewart replaced Groppi as the pastor of St.
Boniface. Father Groppi had asked that an African American priest be assigned, and
the Diocese acquiesced. The New York Times reported that Father Stewart would be
“the first black pastor in the diocese.” Father Groppi turned the reins of the church and
council to him and expressed the hope the Diocese didn’t move him too far from where
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he was. “I’d prefer to remain in the black community but there may be some greater
need for a radical priest in a white affluent community. I suppose no matter where I go
there will be some little problems.”164 The council changed, losing much of its zeal. The
new pastor was not an agitator and the protests stopped. City officials, attempting to
get black activists on their side, offered the remaining youth council members a stipend.
Prentice McKinney said the city seemed to believe that if they (youth council members)
received a stipend, it would be difficult for them to fight against the hand that fed them,
and they would cease their activities. Prentice recalled that many did take the stipend
because they needed to work to support their families, and this seemed one way to do
it.165
In 1976, James Edmund Groppi took on a new role. He married Margaret Rozga
in Las Vegas, choosing to appeal for forgiveness rather than permission. Rozga says
that it just felt like the right time. “There had been talk of allowing priest to marry. And
we had been together through all this. It was just time.”166 The Church responded by
excommunicating Groppi. Groppi was no longer a Catholic priest officially, but Rozga
says he never stopped believing he was one. “He thought, ‘once a priest, always a
priest.’ He always appreciated people who still called him ‘Father’,” she said. And they
still did, collar or no, with respect or a with a sneer, they still called him “Father.” He
remained active in civil rights, including fighting for Native American rights and famously
sitting-in with Marlon Brando. In 1985, he died of brain cancer.
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Groppi was an enigma. He marched and made witness in the streets, dodging
bottles and spit and absorbing jeers and racial slurs, seeking to shield the children from
the ugliness. He gave witness to his experience and beliefs in testimony to President
Lyndon B. Johnson’s National Advisory Commission of Civil Disorder (the Kerner
Commission). He offered the Mass in the spirit of Jesus, sharing the Body of Christ
with the body of Christ, the flesh and blood that made up the true Church, and he was
an agitator, politically, socially, and religiously. Some of his fellow priests hated him for
what they saw as a desecration of the dignity of the Church. They believed his actions
threatened the integrity and tradition of the Mass. They also worried that his actions
discouraged new converts and caused cradle Catholics to leave the Church.
Other priests and religious called him a role model, a hero, for doing things they
admitted they lacked the courage to do even though they believed they ought to. Martin
Luther King, Jr. praised Father Groppi’s protests. He and other religious leaders
believed they were a sign the Church was aligning itself more closely with “all our
brothers and sisters and therefore Christ himself” and that the marches were in line with
Vatican II’s call to reinvigorate the Church.” 167 The Catholic Church, though it had long
had black members, had become “heavily white” and this involvement in issues of social
justice also made it at least seem to walk the walk of its own and America’s stated
ideals. Theologically, Groppi was on the side of right, his admirers believed. “You are
an instrument of His peace . . . you may not be rewarded in this life, but surely in the
next with Christ.” Reverend Dismas Becker, in a letter to the Journal Sentinel wrote,
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“Father Groppi has not alienated himself from this community. This community has
pushed him against a wall.”168
Many white men and women, many of them Catholics, stood fervently against
Father Groppi and all that he tried to accomplish. “A worried Mother” wrote, “Yes, I am
a Catholic and pray for them, but I also pray for St. Martin de Porres to pray for his own
people, so they will first try to be human, then they will be accepted.”169 And all the
while Groppi protested for open housing and worked for the good of the community,
both black and white. He believed that the races needed to work to make everyone’s
lives better. He felt that if one failed, both would perish, but there were whites pushing
against his civil rights agenda. One anonymous letter writer raged, “We don’t want any
niggers down here. The South Side is for Whites Only and we intend to keep it that
way and there’s nothing you can do about it so don’t even try.” 170 An anti-integrationist
named Thomas Marin wrote “One of Jesus’ many deeds was to separate the white
people from the Negroes, you could call it an act of segregation.”171
Everyone seemed to have an idea of what Groppi should do and how he should
do it. He refused to hear the criticism. He said, "You must involve yourself as Christ
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did. The peace of Jesus Christ was the peace of inner conviction. He preached the
peace of human dignity. . . You must be revolutionaries. Christ was a
revolutionary. That's why he ended up on a cross."172 The mayor wanted him to obey a
recently enacted ban against parades and gatherings that he said endangered the city.
But people flooded in from cities across the United States to join in the marches-and
risk arrest-to try to effect the change that Groppi and his youth council and Commandos
were demanding. Some white people hated him for trying to destroy a way of life that
was comfortable and perfectly fine, at least to them. Prentice McKinney said, “You hate
him. You want to kill him. For what? Speaking the truth? You can’t disagree with what
the guy’s saying. So, what’s the issue?”173
Frank Aukofer in City with a Chance said of Father Groppi, "There was little
ambivalence in Milwaukee toward Father Groppi in late 1967."174 Some black people
hated him for taking what they believed was a “too visible” role in a civil rights
movement that needed black leadership. Some loved him for stepping into the void. No
local African American minister had demonstrated the same commitment to direct action
and personal sacrifice that Father Groppi had displayed.”175 When he formed the
Commandos, he once again felt the heat of public disapproval. He cared little. He was
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making an impact and changing lives. “The resources that were available to us! He
was just extending those to us and to the community,” Prentice McKinney recalled.176
Some in the white community want to erase the memory of two hundred days
when black marchers walked stone-faced into white neighborhoods and demanded to
be seen, to be attended to, to be heard. According to Prentice McKinney, some African
Americans, especially those in the NAACP, want to erase the memory of a white man
leading a youth black power group; a role that they felt should have been played by a
black man. There are no pictures of Groppi on the walls that herald the champions of
Milwaukee’s African American community, but his name is still present. The James E.
Groppi school serves at-risk high school students. Giancondo’s old grocery store keeps
doing business, and the Sixteenth Street viaduct is now named the James E. Groppi
Unity Bridge. That mile-long bridge is named for the man who turned it into a battlefield
for 200 straight days and nights.
He was a radical with a raised voice and a balled fist singing spirituals and
praying for peace before each march. He was a respected voice called to speak to the
government on inner city problems and was voted the Associated Press “Most
Important Religious Figure in the News” in 1967.177 He advocated nonviolence but
believed that sometimes violence could be an answer. He was a priest of the Catholic
Church, raising the Eucharist to feed his parishioners spiritually, and marching to feed
them physically.
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The finally-successful open housing bill doesn’t have his name on it, but his
fingerprints, and footsteps, are all over it. Milwaukee still has a legion of problems; its
inner core still has too many people, living too closely together, with too little social and
government intervention, but Father Groppi shined light onto the problems and made
what changes he could. Many Catholics disagreed with his methods, saying he was too
radical, but a columnist for Catholic World argues that Groppi was a traditional Catholic,
representing “traditional Catholic social teaching.”178 To those who say he advocated
violence to move society forward, Groppi reminded them that Jesus pushed over tables
and took a whip to the money lenders in the Temple to do His father’s will. He believed
that Milwaukee’s struggle was “no more than a call to return to the teachings of Jesus
Christ.”179 Groppi stepped outside of the long-held traditions of the Church,
downplaying some rites that 1960s era Catholics held so dear to focus on the things he
felt the Church really stood for: peace among men of goodwill, freedom to live and work
where one pleased, and the inherent dignity of each man and woman on earth.
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Chapter IV
Conclusion: Living in Communion with our Brothers
The aim of this instruction is love from a pure heart, a good conscience, and a
sincere faith. Some people have deviated from these and turned to meaningless
talk, wanting to be teachers of the law, but without understanding either what
they are saying or what they assert with such assurance. 1 Timothy 1:5-7 (NAB)

Father Richard Rohr, a controversial Catholic priest and philosopher, writes that
to experience the richness of a deep faith requires a “container”: the discipline,
traditions, and rules of a religious upbringing. He says people need something to show
them how to think and act spiritually, how to pray, how to discipline ones urges, and
then they need to rebel against it. 180 Unfortunately, some people never get beyond the
rulebook aspect of Catholicism (or Christianity, or any organized religious faith for that
matter), and they never receive the grace that comes from truly loving their fellow man.
They don’t delve deeply enough into the rules to understand that real happiness comes
from service. Some people learn both. The Church gave them the structure and the
rules to recognize what is right and good and they grew enough in their faith to live the
rules and doctrines, to see others as members of the body of Christ, and children of
God, each deserving of respect and dignity.
Professed religious Catholics in the civil rights movement participated along a
whole range from purposeful neglect, to antipathy, to the zeal of the converted, and the
effect they had depended on many factors, including their place in the organizational
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chart. It seems antithetical, but in this case sometimes the higher one’s place in the
hierarchy, the harder it was to make change for people on a personal level. Archbishop
Rummel, who fought so hard for the desegregation of the parochial schools in New
Orleans, in the end failed because he was concerned with a possible schism, and the
destruction of the Church in Louisiana, and the South. Those who knew him would not
fault his belief in his fight but would perhaps say that he was too ingrained in the
hierarchy to risk making too many waves.
Father Theodore Hesburgh was certainly in the hierarchy. Although a priest, not
archbishop or bishop, he headed a prominent Catholic University and led the United
States Commission on Civil Rights. He investigated civil rights violations and
recommended sweeping changes in laws dealing with housing, employment, voting and
education, but under his watch, his university changed its racial makeup glacially. He
believed that all people deserved to live and work and go to school in a society that
treated them fairly and with dignity. He, like Archbishop Rummel, failed when their
success depended on others believing in the same things they did. So many Catholics
have never progressed past the belief in an angry and punishing God, ready to smite
those we do not fall into lock step with the beliefs of society and the Church’s dogma.
Father Groppi worked with the poor and the downtrodden—a far different scale of
society compared with either Archbishop Rummel or Father Hesburgh. He worked in
the inner city, across a viaduct that was Milwaukee’s symbolic and geographic racial
dividing line. He worked in a parish community but transcended a traditional parish
priest’s responsibility. He sought to restore the Christian dignity of the people he met,
and that meant working for fair housing, employment, and educational opportunity. His
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work led to his estrangement from the Catholic Church, where he received mixed
messages about the appropriateness of his actions on behalf of his parishioners and
Milwaukee’s African Americans. His work helped bring about change on a societal
scale His leadership helped lead to the Fair Housing Laws that changed the way
housing could be advertised and to whom it could be rented or sold, and to whom it
could not be refused. The marches that took the civil rights movement into the suburbs
woke an affluent community to the sins they committed every day; they ignored, shut
out, and isolated their neighbors who suffered from poverty, crime, and hopelessness.
They ignored these problems so foreign to them. Because of Groppi and the
connections he made between young African American activists and white members of
the community, the movement grew stronger, both as white Milwaukeeans became a
presence in the movement and as black Milwaukeeans grew stronger in their
convictions and leadership roles. That Milwaukee is still strongly divided into an inner
core that is highly minority and its outer suburbs that are racially white does not mean
that Father Groppi failed. It means that the issue was too complex and too long
ingrained for one man to see much progress in his lifetime. Nonetheless, the change he
encouraged in the young men and women he worked with caused ripples that led to
changes in entire generations.
The nuns of the Sisters of Saint Joseph order came to Selma because they
chose to. Those who did not want to work in the South, which was like living in a third
world country in many respects, did not have to. Those who came understood the living
conditions and the societal upheaval present in Selma and came anyway. Many came
because of those hardships and dangers. They specifically meant to work with the
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marginalized in the places where life was difficult and often demeaning. They occupied
an uncertain position both in society and in the Church, and their work reflected that.
The Church sent them to work as nurses or teachers and to catechize the population,
but their work extended beyond those carefully proscribed boundaries. They nursed
and taught, but they also provided emotional and spiritual support for African Americans
whose lives had been damaged by the effects of Jim Crow laws. Many of the sisters
still living recall the time they spent there as both the most difficult and the most
satisfying of their vocations. They recall the pain and the suffering of their adopted
community and the hardships they tried to alleviate, and the pain when the hierarchical
church called for the closing of their parish school and the loss of community identity
that that caused. The sisters, caught in a social position not much higher than the
people with whom they worked, did not work to effect change on a large societal scale.
That was not their goal, but the effects of their work rippled outward, making changes in
communities the sisters did not anticipate. They can point to the children who
graduated high school, trade school, and college with the help of the sisters’ teaching
and encouragement as success beyond their grandest hopes. They remember the
elderly who lived out their lives in dignity and peace, the young and old alike whom they
nursed, ministered to, and brought into communion with the Church, and know that they
succeeded.
The 1960s was a time of questioning. People questioned authority of all kinds.
They questioned the viability and morality of the war in Vietnam. They questioned their
faith and the Church itself. They questioned the rules of society, especially those
relating to relationships among people. Historian Amy Koehlinger questioned whether
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the sisters’ work could be considered civil rights. The sisters questioned the limits of
obedience and their role in the civil rights movement and in society itself. The NAACP
and some Black Power activists questioned how much ownership white people should
have in an African American struggle. Father Groppi questioned his Church and the
people, members of the clergy and the laity both, who could turn a blind eye to the
suffering of others because they looked, spoke, or worshipped differently.
While doing this research, I questioned why someone would get involved in a
struggle not their own. Certainly, it affected them all, but privilege has its perks and they
did not have to experience the deprivations that many African American did every day.
They did not participate because there were rules that told them to (although there were
sometimes rules that prevented from participating) or even because someone in
authority told them to. They worked, sweated, raged and protested because they had
learned from Church writings and from listening to their own hearts that we are all in this
together and that choosing to serve others is the only authentic way to live.
Just as the questions linger, the criticisms do as well. Journalists of many stripes
accused Father Groppi of attention-seeking and a need for celebrity. The Sisters who
marched from Selma to Montgomery were too visible, some said, and the Sisters of
Saint Joseph were too hidden in the background. Amy Koehlinger and other historians
discount the Sisters of Saint Josephs’ work among the African American community in
Selma. They do not see the work that the Sisters of Saint Joseph did as civil rights.
Taylor Branch, in his sweeping history of the King years of the civil right movement,
mentions the Sisters of Charity (who marched) but not the Sisters of Saint Joseph who
had worked in the community since 1940. He talks about the Good Samaritan Hospital
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(which they ran) and Father Ouilet and his Edmundite priest cohorts but does not
mention the Sisters who had their hands in all the ministries the Edmundite mission
offered. Charles Fager, who wrote an entire book about the Selma marches did not
mention the Sisters.
Other Catholics did good work in the movement. Many priests, brothers and
sisters, and lay people walked outside of their carefully confined roles and sought to put
the teachings of the Church into action. Some did good work, but their good work lost
luster when change did not come as quickly as people wanted. Father Hesburgh didn’t
integrate Notre Dame quickly enough, and Archbishop Rummel failed to change the
hearts of his parishioners while trying to integrate New Orleans’ Catholic schools
I researched and wrote this thesis because, as a historian and a Catholic, I
wanted to know who in my church had stood on the right side of history. The Church
has rules and readings, dogma and doctrine that form its spiritual foundation. Often,
however, the things most people like and enjoy about the Church are its traditions, the
way things have always been done. When a Church becomes more about the traditions
than the teachings, it is not effective at leading people to Christ.
The men and women of the Church who subjugated the traditions to the
teachings of Jesus and the Church helped make the world a more just place to live. The
traditions aren’t wrong, they help bring people to church on Sundays and make them
feel part of the community of faithful; and they serve their purpose well; most Catholics
love to describe the time they spent at church picnics, or Marian rituals and will gladly
name their parish when asked where they’re from. The traditions become a problem
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when they become the Church. They then become, as Father Groppi once said,
“merely liturgical gymnastics.”
If we are ever to move beyond a simplistic faith that consists primarily of reciting
memorized prayers and sitting sleepily in a pew, toward one in which we lead people
toward dignity and justice, we must look more deeply at the Church teachings, and
understand that we are all children of the same God. Father James Groppi and the
Sisters of Saint Joseph did good works. They built on the teachings of the Church and
expressed their personal and religious beliefs by sidestepping the traditions of their
Church and the society in which they lived, casting off that which weighed them down.
Flawed or not, complete or not, perfect or not, the work they did was for the dignity and
civil rights of fellow citizens and justice for all people, regardless of race.
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